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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 The German Protestant church composer and organist, Gottfried August Homilius 

(1714-1785), is recognized primarily for his sacred compositions written during his time 

as cantor at the Kreuzkirche and the director of music at the three main churches in 

Dresden. The forerunner of Homilius research, Uwe Wolf, together with Carus-Verlag, 

brought forth Gottfried August Homilius: Studien zu Leben und Werk mit 

Werkverzeichnis (2008) and his thematic catalogue (2014) as products of the public’s 

renewed interest and research in the composer and his music. Homilius’ oratorio passion, 

Johannespassion, represents one of the valuable discoveries of this recent revival of 

Homilius research. While musicologists celebrate such an exciting expansion of the 

music library of the mid-eighteenth century, a bigger task ensues before us: the equal 

sharing of joy with the performers. Indeed, the resonance of Homilius’ music in the 

concert halls and churches beyond the bounds of the research papers and music 

publications, would represent the true revival of the composer.  

 In this monograph, the observations of Homilius’ educational and personal 

background and his musical language reveal Homilius as an enlightened cantor, who 

wrote music for the purpose of the congregation’s spiritual edification. Furthermore, it 

suggests that a rhetorical performance would be an effective means of an expressive 

performance of his Johannespassion. Rhetorical performance is a speech-based approach 

to performance, using the expressive techniques of rhetorical delivery. This approach aids 

procedural comprehension because the observations of rhetorical performance allow for a 

conceptual understanding, broadening the discussion of the ornamentation rules. In order 

to meet the challenge, namely, to instigate singers’ interest in bringing Homilius’ music 
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back on stage, this monograph comprises discussions of the following: part 1) Homilius 

as an enlightened cantor; Homilius’ Lutheran background and rhetoric education; a 

general analysis of Homilius’ Johannespassion; part 2) rhetorical performance using 

Johann Mattheson’s Der vollkommene Capellmeister as the main guide; a singer’s guide 

to rhetorical performance of Homilius’ Johannespassion; a sample analysis and rhetorical 

performance suggestions of recitativo con accompagnato (Movement 15), “Dich zu 

bekennen, Herr,” and an aria (Movement 16), “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht.”  
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CHAPTER 1 

GOTTFRIED AUGUST HOMILIUS AND HIS JOHANNESPASSION 

 

 On February 2, 1714, Gottfried August Homilius was born as the sixth child to 

Pastor Gottfried Abraham Homilius and his wife Christiana Sybilla in Rosenthal of 

Saxony. The family relocated to Porschendorf, which is near Pirna, soon after his birth. 

When Homilius was only eight years old, the death of his father led his family to move to 

his maternal grandparents’ place in Stolpen. The young Gottfried August faced further 

tragedies during the same year. Not only was the house in Stolpen destroyed by a fire, but 

his maternal grandparents also passed away. Soon, Gottfried August was sent to St. 

Anne’s school in Dresden where his maternal uncle, Christian August Freyberg, was the 

school director. According to the records written by his uncle, Gottfried August was 

active in his artistic pursuits, playing the lead role of Emperor Constantine in a play.1 

Furthermore, he was regularly the substitute organist for St. Anne Church’s at the end of 

his studies.2 In 1735, he came to Leipzig to study law and he also continued to diligently 

pursue his musical interests by studying privately with J. S. Bach. A Professor of Law, 

Kästner,3 at the University of Leipzig, gave an account of Homilius which expresses his 

good character and strong inclination toward music: 

I have been acquainted with Herr Gottfried August Homilius, final year law 

student, for some six years. At all times[,] he has sought to lead an irreproachable 

style of life. For some three years, he has attended my law lecture and has taken 

pains to master the basics of the law. He has allowed music to be his chief pre-

                                                 
 1 Uwe Wolf, Gottfried August Homilius: Studien zu Leben und Werk mit Werkverzeichnis 

(Stuttgart: Carus-Verlag, 2009), 8.  
2 Uwe Wolf, “Foreword” to Johannespassion, HoWV I.4 by Gottfried August Homilius (Carus-

Verlag, 2007), xi.  
3 The first name of Kästner is not recorded in the source.  
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occupation, however, and has made in this subject especial progress ahead of 

many others.4 

 

Naturally, his great organist skills did not go unnoticed even in Leipzig; consequently, he 

often substituted for Johann Schneider as the organist of the Nicolaikirche.5  

 In 1741, instead of pursuing a career in law, Homilius chose to pursue his career 

in music. After his unsuccessful attempt in acquiring the organist position at Bautzen, he 

was appointed to the organist position at the newly built the Frauenkirche in Dresden.  

There is a myriad of accounts by his contemporaries about his commanding performances 

on the beautiful Silbermann organ. For example, Homilius’ student Johann Adam Hiller 

testified: 

All music connoisseurs and lovers gathered in the afternoon at the church 

to hear these preludes, and Homilius earned the great renown, even as the 

greatest organist of his time.6  

 

It is presumed that during his time as an organist, he wrote most of his chorale 

arrangements for the organ and some free organ works.7 In 1755, Homilius finally 

became the choirmaster at the Kreuzkirche and cantor of three principal Protestant 

churches in Dresden: the Kreuzkirche, the Frauenkirche, and the Sophienkirche. Five 

years after his appointment, Homilius witnessed the destruction of the Kreuzkirche, 

caused by the Seven Years’ War, which resulted in his work being focused on the 

Frauenkirche. Homilius held the position until his death on June 2, 1785, successfully 

executing his duties as cantor—producing at least 180 church cantatas, an Easter and a 

                                                 
4 Hector Ian Soga, “The Sacred Vocal Works of Gottfried August Homilius (1714-1785) with 

Particular Reference to his St. Mark Passion” (Ph. D. diss., University of Glasgow, 1989), pp. 18-19.  
5 Ibid., xi. 
6 Wolf, Homilius: Studien zu Leben, 11, my translation, "Alle Musikkenner und Liebhaber 

versammelten sich Nachmittags in der Kirche, um diese Praeludien zu hören, und Homilius erwarb sich 

damit den Ruhm eines groβen, selbst des gröβten Organisten seiner Zeit."  
7 Ibid., 11. 
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Christmas oratorio, nine passions, four unaccompanied settings of the Magnificat, two 

extensive collections of chorale settings, several Gesänge für Maurer, many organ 

preludes (some of them with an obbligato melody instrument), a thoroughbass treatise, as 

well as maintaining exemplary church choirs.8 

 

A Brief Survey of the Musicological Research on Homilius 

During Homilius’ lifetime, his music was highly regarded and widely 

disseminated; the 1775 publication of his celebrated Passionskantate, also known as Ein 

Lämmlein geht und trägt die Schuld, had the most remarkable list of 72 subscribers that 

included C. P. E. Bach from Hamburg and others from Saxony, Augsburg, Breslau, 

Danzig, Friedberg, Göttigen, Halberstadt, Copenhagen, Landshut, Regensburg, Reval, 

and Riga.9 The lexicographer Ernst Ludwig Gerber reviewed the life and works of 

Homilius a few years after his death in 1790 and concluded that “he was without question 

our greatest church composer.”10 Additionally, J. F. Reichardt11 praised Homilius, 

claiming that he was “now probably without doubt the best church composer.”12  

Despite being once a private student of J. S. Bach, Homilius and his music lost the 

attention of music scholars and its place in the concert halls and worship services soon 

after the decline of the public’s interest in sacred music during the nineteenth century. 

Nevertheless, in 1894, an initial overview of Homilius’ works was written by Karl Held 

                                                 
 8 Wolf, “Foreword” to Passionskantate, xi. 

9 Ibid., xi.  
10 Ibid., xi.  
11 Johann Friedrich Reichardt (1752-1814) was an eighteenth-century composer and music critic 

who is mostly recognized for his German lieder. 
12 Wolf, “Foreword” to Passionskantate, xi.   
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in an article titled “Das Kreuzkantorat zu Dresden, Nach archivalischen Quellen 

bearbeitet.”13 Furthermore, Georg Feder’s article on Homilius appeared in the older 

version of Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart (MGG) in 1957.14 Yet, the scholarship in 

English had very little to say about Homilius, as evidenced by the brief biographical 

entries in dictionaries of the mid-twentieth century. In 1970, Robert Ellis Snyder wrote a 

dissertation on Homilius’ choral works providing an insightful overview of the 

composer’s life, the musical style of his choral and vocal works, and a detailed stylistic 

analysis of his six church cantatas.15 As part of his dissertation, Snyder also translated 

Homilius’ Generalbaβ, a short treatise on thoroughbass. In 1980, a German scholar 

named Hans John, exploring the documents that survived WWII, published a 

comprehensive survey on the composer’s life and works.16 John’s updated biographical 

research provided better understanding Homilius’ ideologies and as a person. However, 

Hector Ian Soga criticized John for undermining the role of theology in evaluating 

Homilius and for his rather tendentious argument which Soga summarized as, “however 

enlightened he may have been[,] Gottfried August Homilius was somehow a proto-

revolutionary in Cantor’s clothing.”17 Moreover, Soga discovered an identification error 

and an omission in John’s survey of Homilius’ Matthäuspassion that carries the same 

subtitle as another passion cantata. In addition, Soga presented a brief overview of the 

                                                 
13 Carl Held, Das Kreuzkantorat zu Dresden, Nach archivalischen Quellen bearbeitet,” 

Vierteljahrsschrift für Musikwissenschaft vol. x (1894): 330-54. 
14 Georg Feder, “Homilius, Gottfried August” in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 

Allgemeine Enzylopädie der Musik, ed., Friedrich Blume vol. 6 (1957): 672-81. 

 15 Snyder, “The Choral Music of Gottfried August Homilius.” 

 16 Hans John, Der Dresdner Kreuzkantor und Bach-Schüler Gottfried August Homilius: Ein 

Beitrag zur Musikgeschiechte Dresdens im 18. Jahrhundert (Tuttzig: Schneider, 1980).  
17 Soga, “The Sacred Vocal Works of Gottfried August Homilius,” 245. 
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composer’s vocal works and musical language with great consideration of the Lutheran 

theological views and analyzed Matthäuspassion with extensive details.18  

Despite the rather sparse and sporadic attention given by scholars in the twentieth 

century, a new era of Homilius research has commenced during the twenty-first century. 

Along with another German dissertation focusing on Homilius’ motets by Gabriele 

Pilhofer in 2003,19 Carus-Verlag published Gottfried August Homilius: Studien zu Leben 

und Werk mit Werkverzeichnis by Uwe Wolf in 2008. Moreover, Carus-Verlag published 

the thematic catalogue of the composer in 2014.20 According to Wolf, during his 

preparation of the thematic catalogue, quite a few new works of Homilius came to light 

along with many reassignments of composers.21 Among the recent and exciting 

discoveries were three new oratorio passions of Homilius: those of St. Matthew, St. John, 

and St. Mark. Moreover, simultaneous to the new discoveries was the reduction of 

Homilius’ oeuvre. The works that previously carried Homilius’ name were reassigned to 

composers who evidently borrowed from Homilius, such as Georg Anton Benda, Johann 

Heinrich Rolle, and Georg Philipp Telemann.22 

During the lifetime of Homilius, two distinct types of passions existed: “oratorio 

passions” and “passion oratorio.” The oratorio passions, like those of J. S. Bach, tell the 

story of Jesus’ crucifixion based on biblical texts such as the books of Matthew and John. 

                                                 
 18 Ibid.  

19 Gabriele Pilhofer, “Protestantische Kirchenmusik in der zweiten Hälfte des 18. Jahrhunderts am 

Beispiel ausgewählter Motetten von Gottfried August Homilius und Zeitgenossen Bd. 1” (diss.,Univ., FB 

Kulturgeschichte, Mag.-Schr., Hamburg, 2005). 
20 Uwe Wolf, Gottfried August Homilius: Thematisches Verzeichnis der musikalischen Werke 

(HoWV) (Stuttgart: Carus-Verlag, 2014.) 
21 Wolf, Homilius: Studien zu Leben,15. 
22 Ibid.,15. Other composers who received the reassignment are Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel, 

Christoph Förster, Johann Gottlob Gessel, Johann Georg Hoffmann, Christiand Gotthilf Tag, Johann Trier, 

Christian Ehregott Weinlig, Johann Gottfried Weiske, Johann Gottlob Wiedner, and Martin Wirbach. 
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In contrast, passion oratorios like C. F. Graun’s Der Tod Jesu consisted of contemplative 

passages based on the biblical account of the “Passion.” During the second half of the 

eighteenth century, passion oratorios began to grow in popularity. Homilius’ famous 

Passionskantate, written in the style of Graun,23 was the second published passion 

oratorio after Graun’s sensational Der Tod Jesu. Until the 1980s, the single surviving 

oratorio passion of Homilius, Matthäuspassion, appeared to explain the shift in 

preference and taste from oratorio passions to the passion oratorios. Nonetheless, with the 

discovery of three more oratorio passions, Homilius’ oeuvre now includes the oratorio 

passions of the four gospels, making his total of nine passions closely balanced between 

the two different types. Therefore, the discoveries of the new oratorio passions by 

Homilius supports a more accurate view of Dresden’s sacred musical life, which did not 

abandon the older style of oratorio passions.24  

To my knowledge, there has not been a published scholarly writing in English that 

deals with the new discoveries of Homilius’ music since Soga’s dissertation in 1989, 

other than the short reviews of recordings. Therefore, this singer’s guide and an 

interpretive analysis on the newly discovered work of Homilius, Johannespassion, shall 

further aid the current rising interest in the music of the mid-eighteenth century and the 

German “Kleinmeister.”  

 

Discovery and Identification of Johannespassion 

Homilius was given the credit as the author of Johannespassion as a result of a 

process that was similar to putting together a puzzle. Several discoveries of musical 

                                                 
23 Snyder, “The Choral Music of Gottfried August Homilius,” 80-84. 
24 Wolf, Homilius: Studien zu Leben, 21.  
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scores, librettos, and thorough observations of his chorales served as the critical pieces of 

the puzzle to credit Homilius as the composer of Johannespassion. First, a copy of 

Johannespassion surfaced during the renovation of the church library of Augustusburg 

for RISM A/II, but this copy did not contain the name of an author.25 The copyist was an 

Augustusburg cantor named Johann Gottlob Berge who left the date of the completion, 

November 16, 1786. Fortunately, a copy of a single duet from Johannespassion that 

carried Homilius’ name as the author and J. G. Berge as the copyist was also discovered 

from the same library. This copy of a duet assisted in bringing Homilius’ long 

disregarded oratorio passion to light. This passion’s attribution to the authorship was 

reaffirmed in 1999 by the finding of yet another complete copy of Johannespassion, three 

other single movement copies, and an eighteenth-century libretto of a Berlin performance 

at the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin.26  

The list of performances by C. P. E. Bach in Hamburg, who routinely borrowed 

from Homilius (more than other composers),27 showed that his pasticcio of Homilius’ 

Johannespassion occurred in 1774 (see Table 1).28 The following list of performances 

confirms the existence of such an oratorio passion by Homilius. It is also worth noting the 

fact that the passions of Homilius were the main suppliers for C. P. E. Bach’s twenty-one 

passion settings, which testifies to the high regard Bach had for Homilius. 

Additionally, Homilius’ two collections of chorale, 197 Vierstimmige 

Choralgesänge and Choralbuch, gesetzt von Homilius, played a significant role in the 

                                                 
25 Ibid., 60.  
26 Ibid., 60. 
27 Wolf,  Homilius: Thematisches Verzeichnis, 19.  
28 Wolf’s thematic catalogue of Homilius includes a table of the overview of C. P. E. Bach’s 

passion-pasticcio using some of Homilius’ works, which lists 21 separate performance occurrences. 

Wolf, Gottfried August Homilius, 118, cf. Appendix A.  
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process of identification. As is evident in the composer’s letter to the Prince Regent 

Xaver, Homilius ardently sought for the Prince’s support because he desired to publish a 

Choralbuch that would aid in preserving the chorales “free from error and extravagance 

of setting.”29 In the letter, Homilius defended his proposal by stating, “I have, in the 

course of my 25 years of service to the church, collected all the standard melodies in 

Saxony, have prepared four-part settings of them, and have restored to them their correct 

shape.”30 Despite the fact that his proposal was never approved, he left two extensive 

collections of chorale settings—one designated for four-voice choir and one intended for 

organ—which ultimately helped to determine that Homilius was the author of many 

cantatas and passions. The chorale concordances demonstrated that Homilius was the 

author of Matthäuspassion, Johannespassion, and Lukaspassion. It was concluded that 

instead of creating a new set of chorales on every occasion, he probably referred to his 

own chorale collections and made changes suitable for the work he prepared.31 With the 

numerous chorale concordances discovered among his works, musicologists surveyed 

Homilius’ unique compositional language in his chorale arrangements and were able to 

identify Homilius’ unassigned works, despite the differences in arrangements.32  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
29 Soga, “The Sacred Vocal Works of Gottfried August Homilius,” 52. 
30 Ibid., 52. 
31 Wolf, Thematisches Verzeichnis, 525. 
32 Wolf, Homilius: Studien zu Leben, 64. 
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Table 1. Use of Borrowed Materials in C.P.E. Bach’s Passion Performances. 

 

1774 Markuspassion 

H 787 
Homilius’ Johannespassion HoWV I.4 

Mvt. 14 Mvt. 15 

Mvt. 15 Mvt. 16 

Mvt. 17 Mvt. 20 

Mvt. 18 Mvt. 21 

Mvt. 21 Mvt. 25 

Mvt. 25 Mvt. 31 

Remaining Movements 
Came from Homilius’ other passions: Lukaspassion, 

Passionsoratorium and Markuspassion 

1776 Johannespassion  

H 789 

Original Movement 

HoWV I.4 (Homilius)33 

TWV5:30(Telemann) 

1 TWV 5:30/ 1 

2-8 HoWV I.4/2-8 

9 TWV 5:30/18 

10-14 HoWV I.4/8-12, 14 

15 Unidentified 

16-18 TWV 5:30/26-30,32-37, 39-40 

19 TWV 5:30/1 

20-27 HoWV I.4/26c-33 

28 TWV 5:30/1 

1779 Lukaspassion  

H 792 

Begins with the final chorus of HoWV I.4. 

1789 Matthäuspassion 

H 802 

Three arias were borrowed and modified from HoWV I.4. 

 

                                                 
33 The catalogue identification of HoWV assigned in Homilius’ thematic catalogue by Uwe Wolf 

will be used in this paper. For C. P. E. Bach, Eugene Helm’s numbering of H will be used.   
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Understanding Homilius as Enlightened Cantor 

In order to understand Homilius’ musical language, one must also consider 

Homilius as a cantor, theologian, and intellect. Soga suggests: 

Perhaps in default of discovering a strongly defined personal musical idiom, 

Homilius, the composer, relied upon his extensive knowledge and 

understanding of prevailing music styles on the one hand and upon his 

undoubted technical competence on the other. This, coupled with his 

theological reflexes, enabled him to take the form of the church cantatas which 

he had inherited from the Baroque and infuse new life into it.34 

 

Although Soga is specifically describing church cantatas here, this approach to 

understanding Homilius’ cantatas can be applied to analyzing his other sacred works 

as well. Therefore, instead of trying to assign Homilius’ music to a specific style of 

period, looking at his music through the various influential elements that helped to 

construct his music will better assist in understanding his unique musical language. 

Homilius’ life of seventy-one years spanned the majority of the eighteenth 

century as he witnessed major changes in terms of philosophy, aesthetics, and theology. 

During his lifetime, the Baroque era faded and the new Classical period emerged. The 

ideals of Enlightenment, and its aesthetic yields of galant style and Germany’s 

Empfindsamkeit were cultivated as Homilius aged. Furthermore, Homilius’ educational 

background in Dresden and Leipzig attests to the composer’s irrefutable exposure to both 

new and old ideals. More importantly, ideals of a Lutheran Christian were firmly 

grounded in Homilius’ mind; Enlightenment ideals of naturalness, humanism, and 

individualism were introduced to him during his young adult years. This was inevitable 

because he came from a strong Lutheran family. Despite the inadequate preservation of 

                                                 
34 Soga, “The Sacred Vocal Works of Gottfried August Homilius,” 97.  
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the composer’s family records, documents show that a fair number of family members 

served as clergymen.35 In fact, his own father Gottfried Abraham Homilius (1617-1722), 

maternal grandfather Christoph Freyberg, maternal uncle Christian August Freyberg, and 

paternal uncle Johann Hieronymus Homilius were clergymen of Lutheran churches. 

Thus, Gottfried August Homilius kept alive the family legacy with his successful 

appointment as cantor of the three main Lutheran churches in Dresden. Moreover, further 

examinations of his life will continue to show Homilius as an enlightened Lutheran 

cantor.  

Homilius’ Lutheran Background 

As a son of a Lutheran clergyman, he was exposed to Lutheran values since birth. 

When his mother sent him to Annenschule in Dresden, where his uncle Christian August 

Freyberg was a renowned school director, Homilius received the highest quality of 

education. According to the records, Soga outlined a possible timetable of an exhausting 

schedule of Annenschule pupils:  

8.00am - morning prayer, including recitation of the Morning Blessing in 

Greek, the Lord's Prayer and the Apostles' Creed; 10.00am - end of 

morning school; 10.00am-12.00pm - choristers sent out to sing in the 

streets of Dresden; 12.00pm-1.00pm - studium musicum; 3.00pm - end of 

afternoon school, with hymns, prayers, the Evening Blessing and the 

Lord's Prayer in Greek.36  

 

In addition to this, pupils received private music lessons from the cantor. It is probable 

that Homilius received the curriculum of trivium (grammar, logic, and rhetoric) which 

was offered in any Lateinschule. Moreover, an account of young Homilius’ graduation 

                                                 
35 Soga, “The Sacred Vocal Works of Gottfried August Homilius,” 12. 
36 Ibid., 14-15. 
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ceremony of Annenschule gives us glimpse to the linguistic proficiency of a soon-to-be 

student of Law at the University of Leipzig: 

 

 At St. Anne's School on the morning of the 5th May three prospective 

students of the University of Leipzig, Monsieur Haubold, M. Homilius 

and M. Rappsilber, made their graduation speeches in Latin, in Greek and 

in German poetry.37  

 

While studying in Annenschule, Homilius cultivated his musical inclinations not only by 

receiving private musical lessons, but by also performing as a substitute organist at St. 

Anne’s Church. 

Homilius’ Rhetoric Education   

 Immersed in the Lutheran musical community, Homilius was undoubtedly 

familiar with the aesthetics of musical rhetoric. Rhetoric—the art of persuasion 

developed by the ancient orators—prevailed much throughout history until the nineteenth 

century as a primary part of Western education. Moreover, its analogous relationship with 

music had been long-established by the mid-eighteenth century. Quintilian anticipated 

this correlation between the two distinct arts by requiring the “knowledge of principles of 

music, which have power to excite or assuage the emotions of mankind”38 of a well-

trained orator. Furthermore, this ethical power of music, ethos, was investigated since the 

ancient Greek period as Plato and Aristotle believed that music and its various modes 

could influence the human spirit. Pythagoras’ concept of the mathematical laws that 

created the “music of the spheres” and music of the visible world, supported the Greek 

ethos teaching especially because of the imitative nature of human beings. It was believed 

                                                 
37 Ibid., 17. 
38 Blake Wilson, et al. "Rhetoric and music." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 

University Press, accessed June 5, 2016. http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com. 
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that a human’s discorded soul can be restored through “harmonious” music which 

reflected the cosmos. This cosmological concept of music as the audible display of 

universal numerical principles, and its influence on the human spirit and body, became 

pertinent to Luther as he viewed music as a divine work. Therefore, Luther stressed in his 

writings that “the very essence of God is revealed in and through the musical 

proportions,”39 and an individual who hears such music experiences an audible encounter 

with the Creator.  

It seems only natural that Luther exhorted the students of Lateinschule to study 

music diligently along with rhetoric because it can lead to successful preaching of 

Scripture, persuading and moving the congregation. Moreover, Luther challenged 

composers to undertake the preacher’s calling when setting sacred texts to music. Thus, 

composers received a new mandate to “explain and expound on the meaning and 

significance of the words,”40 which was often attempted by adapting rhetorical tools in 

their “sermon in sound.”41 Philip Melanchton, who is considered to be Luther’s “right-

hand” man, was responsible for Lateinschule curriculum’s highly valued education of 

rhetoric. Melanchton also recognized the persuasive and edifying benefits when 

rhetorical mechanisms were applied to Scripture. Blake Wilson explains this bond of 

sacred text, music, and rhetoric, which became the groundwork of German theorists for 

the establishment of musica poetica: 

On the model of Melanchthon’s adoption of rhetorical doctrines for 

Protestant scriptural exegesis and instruction in the new Lateinschulen, 

German theorists wrote music tutors that increasingly aligned rhetorical 

                                                 
39 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music 

(Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1997), 3. 
40 Ibid., 8.  
41 Ibid., 7-8. 
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principles with the craft of musical composition within the new category 

of musica poetica.42 

 

Therefore, the Lutheran influence on musica poetica was inevitable; rhetoric and the 

Lutheran musical tradition were inseparable. It is not surprising that Joachim Burmeister, 

a Lutheran cantor who taught both music and Latin at Lateinschule, was also the 

authoritative writer on the Baroque period’s tradition of musica poetica, who first 

attempted to create an exhaustive list of rhetorical figures used and found in music.43 The 

discipline of musica poetica—a systemized use of rhetorical principles, vocabularies, and 

figures, in the creative and delivering process of musical composition—flourished during 

the Baroque period. Ultimately, the purpose of musica poetica was to arouse a desired 

Affekt, “a rationalized state of emotion or passion,” from the listeners.44  

Enlightened Cantor 

Homilius grew up witnessing the Baroque period’s obsession with attaining the 

aesthetic and ecclesiastic goal of Affekt; thus, one can imagine the composer’s school 

days and music lessons as often absorbed with discussions and theoretical exercises on 

musica poetica. Remarkably, Homilius learned Enlightenment ideals at the university 

while encountering the best kind of musica poetica works while studying under J. S. 

Bach. Johann Birnbaum (1702-1748), who was “a true and resourceful threesome—

rhetorician, legal scholar, and philosopher”45 recognized J. S. Bach as the masterful 

musicus poeticus: 

                                                 
42 Wilson et al. “Rhetoric and Music.”  
43 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 93. His three publications are Hypomnematum musicae poeticae (1599), 

Musica autoschediastike (1601), and Musica Poetica (1606).  
44 Wilson et al. “Rhetoric and Music.”  
45 Christoph Wolff, Johann Sebastian Bach: The Learned Musician (New York: W.W. Norton & 

Co., 2000), 465.  
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Bach knows so perfectly the analogies between the working-out of a musical 

piece and the art of rhetoric, that people not only listen to him with satisfaction 

and delight when he expounds lucidly the resemblances and correspondences of 

the two, but admire also the skillful application of them in his work.46 

 

It is important to note that Homilius was a cantor who excelled in his duty to compose 

music for church services. It is presumable that Homilius had sufficient compositional 

skills, musical competency, and philosophical knowledge at his disposal based on his 

educational background and past working experiences as a regular substitute and an 

appointed organist. Therefore, while Homilius created music that may not have been the 

most original and aesthetically progressive, he was communicative and edifying. 

Ultimately, Homilius utilized the procurable musical languages of his time to craft music 

that would lead the congregation to God. Soga credits Homilius’ self-regard as cantor for 

the composer’s apparent disinterest in the publication of his rather massive output of 

works:  

Homilius was a modest man who apparently did not set great store by having his 

works published. This reflects the fact that he saw himself first and foremost as a 

servant of the Church and more particularly as a guardian of the musical tradition 

which the Lutheran Church had fostered and the continuation of which it 

entrusted to its faithful cantor.47 

 

Therefore, Homilius was given the responsibility of preserving the Lutheran musical 

tradition that was built on the core belief of the supreme role of music as “sermon in 

sound.”48 Composing music with the goal to convict the hearts of the people of Dresden, 

the capital of Saxony, called for true wisdom. The city of Dresden offered the cultural life 

of extravagant theaters of Italian operas and sacred musical culture was often subjected 

                                                 
46 Albert Schweitzer, J. S. Bach, trans. Ernest Newman (New York: Dover Publications,1966), 

182.  
47Soga, “The Sacred Vocal Works of Gottfried August Homilius,” 96. 
48 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 75. 
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and conformed to secularization. Also, the increased publication of literature infused with 

humanistic and Enlightenment values greatly affected the beliefs of the middle class. 

Thus, Homilius created music for everyone—music that appeals to both young and old, 

privileged and underprivileged, and educated and uneducated. Although Rudolf Steglich, 

in his comparative essay with C. P. E. Bach, suggests that Homilius’ general acceptance 

was due to the composer’s lack of intellect—a supposed instigator of all feelings of 

rejection by the general audience49—Soga’s paraphrase on Steglich’s views on Homilius 

is rather appropriate: 

Homilius gained approval precisely because he was an obedient servant and 

because he gave to his audience what it wanted to hear: accessible sounds which 

seemed appropriate in a sacred context, sounds which moved the heart, but which 

taxed neither the mind nor the patience of the listener. “We can conclude from the 

approval that Homilius mirrored accurately the feelings of the generality.”50 

 

With significant gravity, cosmopolitan Homilius undertook the obligation as cantor to 

preserve the Lutheran musical tradition by creating music with his own unique musical 

language—a conservative amalgamation of various styles and traditions. Furthermore, 

Karl Held evaluates Homilius as an advocate of sacred music, who attempted to rescue 

the Protestant church music from its jeopardous secularization: 

Homilius stands apart from other composers of his time through the fact that he 

recognized the danger which faced Protestant church music, and that he did not 

simply copy the Italian style, whose chief representatives were Graun and Hasse, 

but strove from his own individuality to deepen it and to make it other-worldly. His 

greatness lies in the fact that he recognized that church music is a genre on its own 

which may not be replaced or debased by secular music.51 

 

 Homilius did not reject old traditions, but rather embraced all aesthetic values; as 

Lutheran cantor, he esteemed the church’s musical tradition and was most interested in 

                                                 
49 Ibid., 253.  
50 Ibid., 252-53. 
51 Ibid., 250. The last sentence is Soga’s quotation of Steglich’s words. 
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providing music to the public for the purpose of Christian edification. Thus, the musical 

language of Homilius’ compositions, including his Johannespassion, reflects the 

composer’s stance as an enlightened Lutheran cantor.  

Homilius’ Compositional Language and Performance52 

 The scholars who have written about Homilius and his works have analyzed his 

compositional styles in depth. Indeed, the musical language of Johannespassion does not 

deviate from the stylistic analyses by Held, Snyder, John, and Soga (see Table 2). Their 

analyses reveal the image of a Lutheran man who composed music with styles that appeal 

to the general audience for their spiritual edification. 

 In summary, Homilius’ music displays his penchant for simplicity, naturalness, and 

transparency, meanwhile, the masterful expressivity of Empfindsamer Stil and the 

beautiful melodies adequately adorned, bring life into such natural plainness that might 

otherwise induce monotony. For optimal communication with the audience, the text was 

tastefully set according to speech rhythm as displayed in the popular Italian opera’s 

declamatory style.   

 After considering Homilius’ personal, musical, and educational backgrounds, a 

new perspective comes into the picture: the influence of rhetorical philosophy in his life. 

The utmost purpose of his compositions—to move the congregations’ hearts for spiritual 

edification—embodies the objective of rhetoric. Furthermore, his expressive musical 

language of Empfindsamer Stil and the declamatory text settings serve to achieve Affekt. 

Homilius strove to produce music with such a goal in his mind—as is evident from his 

                                                 
52 Since the detailed analysis of his musical language is not the main purpose of this paper, the 

analyses by Held, Snyder, John and Soga will supply the contents of Homilius’ musical language. A survey 

of stylistic analyses of the four scholars discussed previously supplies the contents of Table 2. 
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frequent utilization of the musical-rhetorical figures as his compositional tool. Therefore, 

singers should perform his works rhetorically, seeking to persuade or move the audience. 

The rhetorical performance of his works (which will be discussed in more details in 

Chapter 2) can free his music from the façade of monotony which results from simplicity 

and frequent repetitions and spark fresh interest in singers to create an expressive and 

fascinating performance. 
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Table 2. An Overview of Homilius’ Compositional Characteristics and 

 Musical Language. 

 

Melody 

 

Simple, natural, pleasant & song-like, mostly diatonically conceived;  

occasional virtuoso passages with embellishments (operatic style);  

favors use of anacrusis; sequential, repetitive short motives, 

symmetrical yet allows varied lengths; simple and unsophisticated 

choral melody. 

 

Harmony Transparent harmonies; mostly tonic and dominant function 

harmonies; slow harmonic rhythm; close-key modulations; 

chromaticism and dissonance for special effects; criticized for his 

“endless” circle of fifth patterns. 

Rhythm Largely determined by the text; simple and clear rhythm; mostly non-

contrapuntal. 

 

Tonality Major keys predominate; minor key. 

Formal 

Structure 

Ritornello; Da Capo or Dal Segno (ABA’); open binary,53 through-

composed; secco, accompagnato & en tutti54 recitative. 

 

Text  Natural rhythm of the words governs the melodic contour; unknown 

librettists. 

 

Texture Transparent. 

Empfindsamer 

Stil 

Short breathed periods, text painting, expressive figures and 

ornaments (appoggiaturas & trills), lombardic rhythm, startling 

chromaticism. 

 

Enlightenment 

Ideas   

Transparent and homophonic texture; preference towards major keys; 

doctrine of proportions; functional theory; preference for simplicity, 

brevity, and clarity.  

 

 

                                                 
53 Soga explains that when the ending is aurally perceived to be in the key other than the tonic 

open binary form, it is defined as the “open binary form.” (Ibid., 83.) 
54 According to Snyder, “the en tutti recitatives are, in actuality, secco recitatives 

that are harmonized and sung by all four voices.” (Snyder, “The Choral Music of Gottfried August 

Homilius,” 177.) 
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A General Analysis of Homilius’ Johannespassion 

Overall Structure 

Homilius’ Johannespassion unfolds the narration of the Passion of Jesus Christ as 

recorded in the Gospel of John, chapters 18 and 19. Naturally, Homilius structured 

Johannespassion in two parts, each part representing a biblical chapter. As a typical 

characteristic of an oratorio passion, the large portion of the libretto came directly from 

the 1545 Luther Bible except for the chorales and other freely composed texts of 

contemplations and commentaries. Unfortunately, the identity of the librettist remains 

unknown to this day.55  

  The overall design of Homilius’ Johannespassion is shown in tables 3 and 4; they 

reveal that Homilius assigned specific functions to the different forms of movements—

chorale, aria, recitativo, and chorus. 

Chorales 

Chorales represent the congregation’s response to the ongoing plot. Therefore, 

they were set simply in a homophonic style in order to aid in the congregation’s 

involvement. According to Ulrich Leisinger, it was likely a custom for congregations to 

join in singing during chorale movements.56 Therefore, the familiar texts and tunes of 

evenly aligned homophonic chorales would have kept the audience engaged throughout 

the entire performance. The Berlin text booklet, which played a significant role in 

determining Homilius as the author, supports Leisinger’s claim that the congregation 

sang the chorales themselves during the performance. 

                                                 
55 Uwe Wolf, “Foreword” to Johannespassion, xii. 
56 Ulrich Leisinger, “Preface: Passions,” Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach: The Complete Works, 

http://cpebach.org/prefaces/passions-preface.html. 
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Arias 

Similar to chorales, arias also encourage active participation from the 

congregation, albeit silent. Hearing the soloists’ responses to the events would have 

stirred up a sympathetic agreement from the congregation to the singers’ confessions and 

comments. However, not all arias take on the position as an outside spectator of the 

Passion event; the bass arias are written for the character of Jesus, and a soprano aria, 

“Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,” seems to represent the confession of Simon Peter as 

well as that of all believers. Also, Soga pointed out a major architectural design of 

Homilius’ Mattäuspassion that is also evident in Johannespassion;57 arias and chorales 

function as the pillars of the overall structure that open and close the smaller episodes. 

Recitativo & Arioso 

Homilius brilliantly used the forms of accompagnato recitativo and arioso in a 

slightly different manner to suit the dramatic purpose of each situation (this will be 

discussed in more details as each movement is introduced later). The plot develops 

quickly in the secco recitatives since it is basically a “recitation” of the Scripture set 

theatrically with different characters of Evangelist, Jesus, Pontius Pilate, Peter, and 

servants.  

Chorus 

The chorus members are required to display the same level of the declamatory 

and expressive singing exhibited by the soloist’s recitative performances. Therefore, a 

great deal of drama is also shown during the chorus movements. Homilius assigned to the 

chorus the roles of the leading priests, Jewish leaders, temple guards, soldiers, and the 

                                                 
57 Soga, “The Sacred Vocal Works of Gottfried August Homilius,” 227. 
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angry crowd. Despite the absence of the operatic stages’ theatrical spectacles, Homilius 

maximizes the function of the chorus by setting texts in various choral forms along with 

expressive gestures. In order to move the hearts of the congregation, Homilius offered the 

most realistic portrayal of the Passion achievable within the limits of the “liturgical” 

musical works. 
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Table 3. Overall Structure of Part I of Homilius’ Johannespassion. 

PART I 

--- Movt. 

No. 

Type Narrated 

Scripture  

Voice Type/Character Key  
Je

su
s 

A
rr

es
te

d
 

1 Chorale  --- a 

2 Recitativo  18:1-3 Evangelist  --- 

3 Chorale  --- A Phrygian  

4a Recitativo 

18:4-6 

Evangelist --- 

4b Coro Temple Guards, Roman 

Soldiers 

F 

4c Recitativo Evangelist, Jesus  --- 

5 Aria  Bass/ Jesus e E 

6a Recitativo 

18: 7-9 

Evangelist --- 

6b Coro Temple Guards, Roman 

Soldiers 

G 

6c Recitativo Evangelist, Jesus --- 

7 Chorale  --- A Phrygian  

8 Recitativo 18: 10-14 Evangelist, Jesus --- 

9 Aria   Alto C 

P
et

er
’s

 T
h
re

e 
D

en
ia

ls
 

10 Recitativo 
18:15-21 

Evangelist, Maid, Peter, 

Jesus  

--- 

11 Aria  Tenor Eb 

12 Recitativo 18: 22-24 Evangelist, Jesus --- 

13 Chorale  --- D 

14a Recitativo 

18: 25-27 

Evangelist --- 

14b Coro Household servants G 

14c Recitativo Evangelist, Peter, 

servant 

--- 

15 Accompagnato 

Recitativo 

 Soprano  Bb 

16 Aria  Soprano g 

Je
su

s 
b
ef

o
re

 P
il

at
e
 

17a Recitativo 18: 28-36 Evangelist, Pilatus  --- 

17b Coro Crowd D 

17c Recitativo Evangelist, Peter --- 

17d Coro Jewish Leaders b 

17e Recitativo Evangelist, Peter, Jesus  --- 

18 Chorale  --- D 

19a Recitativo 18:37-40 Evangelist, Pilatus --- 

19b Coro Crowd G 

19c Recitativo Evangelist --- 

20 Arioso  Tenor d 

21 Aria  Tenor D 

22 Chorale  --- d 
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Table 4. Overall Structure of Part II of Homilius’ Johannespassion. 

PART II 

T
ri

al
 a

n
d
 S

en
te

n
ce

 t
o
 C

ru
c
if

ix
io

n
 

Movt. 

No. 

Type Narrated 

Scripture  

Voice Type/Character Key  

23 Chorale  --- F# 

Phrygian 

24a Recitativo 19:1-6 Evangelist --- 

24b Coro Soldiers G 

24c Recitativo Evangelist, Pilatus --- 

24d Coro Leading priests, Temple 

guards 

f# 

25 Aria  Alto  f# 

26a Recitativo 19:6-11 Evangelist, Pilatus --- 

26b Coro Jewish Leader F# 

26c Recitativo Evangelist, Pilatus, 

Jesus 

--- 

27 Aria  Basso/Jesus  C 

28a Recitativo 19:11-16 Jesus, Evangelist --- 

28b Coro Jewish leaders F 

28c Recitativo Evangelist, Pilatus --- 

28d Coro Crowd C 

28e Recitativo Evangelist, Pilatus --- 

28f Coro Leading Priest a 

28g Recitativo Evangelist --- 

29 Aria  Soprano A 

D
ea

th
 a

n
d
 B

u
ri

al
 o

f 
Je

su
s 

 

30a Recitativo 19:17-27 Evangelist --- 

30b Coro Leading Priest Bb 

30c Recitativo Evangelist, Pilatus --- 

30d Coro Soldiers Eb 

30e Recitativo Evangelist, Jesus  --- 

31 Chorale  --- Bb 

32 Recitativo 19:28-30 Evangelist, Jesus --- 

33 Duetto  Soprano I, Soprano II d 

34 Recitativo 19:31-34 Evangelist --- 

35 Chorale  --- Bb 

36 Recitativo 19:35-37 Evangelist --- 

37 Aria  Tenor C 

38 Recitativo 19:38-42 Evangelist --- 

39 Coro  --- aA 
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 General Analysis 

 

Part I 

 

Part I of Homilius’ Johannespassion (John 18) can be divided into three main 

episodes (as listed previously on p. 23): “The Arrest of Jesus,” “Peter’s Three Denials,” 

and “Jesus before Pilate.”  

Scene 1: “The Arrest of Jesus.” <Movts. 1-9> 

Homilius’ Johannespassion opens with a chorale, “Der Fromme stirbt,” a 

homophonic four-part setting based on the hymn, “Herzliebster Jesu! Was hast du 

verbrochen?” [Dearest Jesus! What [laws] have you broken?] by Johanne Heerman 

(1585-1647). Homilius used the fifth verse of the hymn to state the essence of the 

Passion: The righteous dies for the unrighteous. The choice of the text is rather 

appropriate since its concise opening would have captured the attention of the listeners by 

announcing what is about to soon unfold. 

Der Fromme stirbt, der recht und richtig wandelt, 

Der Böse lebt, der wider Gott misshandelt, 

Der Mensch verwirkt den Tod, und ist entgangen, 

Gott wird gefangen. 

The pious man of righteousness now dies, 

The sinner who breaks God’s law survives, 

Man brings death about, yet evades it, 

God is put in chains.58 

 

After the prelude-like chorale, the scene at the Garden of Gethsemane is established in 

the recitative by the Evangelist’s reading of the first three verses. Then the choir sings 

another presumably well-known chorale by Martin Luther, “Mitten wir im Leben sind.” It 

has frequently appeared in publications as a standard repertoire of the hymnals, and a 

beautiful arrangement by Felix Mendelssohn is also well-known to the public.59  

                                                 
58 King James Bible, translation for Johannespassion HoWV 1.4, with Jana Reiner, Katja Fischer, 

Franz Vitzthum, Jan Kobow, Tobias Berndt, Clemens Heidrich, Dresdner Kreuzchor, Dresdner 

Barockorchester, conducted by Roderich Kreile, recorded March 13-17, 2006, Carus 83.261, 2007, 

compact disc, 18.   
59 Felix Mendelssohn, opus. 23, no. 3.  
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Mitten wir im Leben sind mit dem Tod umfangen. 

Wen suchen wir, der Hilfe tut, dass wir Gnad 

erlangen? 

Das bist du, Herr, alleine. 

Uns reuet unsre Missetat, die dich, Herr, erzürnet hat. 

Heiliger Herre Gott, heiliger, starker Gott, 

heiliger barmherziger Heiland, du ewiger Gott, 

Lass uns nicht versinken in des bittern Todes Not! 

Kyrie eleison. 

In the midst of life are we surrounded by death. 

Whom can we seek to help us find grace? 

You, Lord, you only. 

We rue our misdeeds that have angered you, Lord.  

Holy Lord God, holy mighty God, 

Holy merciful Saviour, you God eternal. 

Let us not sink into the misery of bitter death! 

Kyrie eleison.60 

 

The verse ends with the text, “Kyrie eleison,” leading the congregation to seek mercy and 

confess their remorse as they are about to witness Jesus’ crucifixion—for which they 

acknowledge the responsibility.  

Interestingly, the fourth movement is comprised of two recitatives with chorus 

interjections, which adds an exciting dimension to the Scripture reading. In this 

movement, the omniscient Jesus’ question to the band of men and officers, “Wen suchet 

ihr?” [whom seek ye?], which is in F major harmony, is suitably answered by the chorus’ 

cry “Jesum von Nazareth!” in F major with the same rhythmic motif.  

 

 

 

Example 1. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 4a. Recitativo, m. 4. 

 

Example 2. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 4b. Coro, mm. 7-12. 

                                                 
60 King James Bible, trans. Johannespassion, Carus 83.261, 18.  
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 In this sacred musical work, Homilius did not fail to exhibit his command of 

contemporary operatic compositional skills. The first aria (Movement 5) features Jesus, 

who is sung by the bass. The form of the opening aria stands out from the rest of the work 

because of the recitativo accompagnato which is placed in the middle of the aria. This 

ABA aria begins in the key of E minor, and demarcates Jesus’ struggling human nature 

despite his apparent confession of joyously taking his cup of suffering. However, he 

overcomes the weakened human nature and reaffirms his faith during his ardent prayer 

which is dramatically set in the form of recitativo accompagnato. The music is now set in 

the key of E major at the return of section A. In the following recitative, a resolute Jesus 

once again asks the officers the same question, “Wen suchet ihr?” with an increased 

calmness. This time the question is in the key of D major, a minor third lower than the 

first question. In contrast, the soldiers answer with heightened anxiety in the higher key 

of G major: 

 

 

 

 

Example 3. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 6a. Recitativo, m. 2. 

 

 
Example 4. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 6b. Coro, mm. 4-9. 

 

 

 The third chorale, “Christe, aller Welt Trost” (Movement 7), takes the second 

verse of the often-sung hymn, “Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit,” also known as “Kyrie 
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summum” by Johann Spangenberg.61 The text of this chorale encourages a grateful 

confession of the congregation to seek mercy in response to the bravery of Jesus 

displayed by his action of turning in himself. Moreover, the congregation remembers 

Jesus, who fervently cried out to the Father in the midst of terror and fear. Indeed, having 

undergone much suffering, Jesus is the best mediator between the believers and God the 

Father as confessed in the chorale text.  

Christe, aller Welt Trost, 

uns Sünder allein du hast erlöst 

o Jesu, Gottes Sohn, unser Mittler 

bist in dem Höchsten Thron, 

zu dir schreien wir aus Herzensbegier. Eleison. 

Christ, comfort to all the world, 

You alone have redeemed us sinners. 

O Jesus, son of God, our Mediator, 

Seated upon the highest throne, 

To you we cry with ardent desiring. Eleison.62 

 

Homilius traditionally set the final Phrygian phrase, “Eleison” with its conventional 

phrygian cadence, yet it is beautifully harmonized by a common tone diminished chord 

and suspension. Also, the old-fashioned scoring without bar lines suggests that Homilius 

arranged this chorale simply so that the choir can easily sing guided only by the tactus. 

 

Example 5. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 7. Chorale, mm. 7-8. 

                                                 
61 “Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit,” Hymnary.org, accessed May 24, 2017, 

http://hymnary.org/text/kyrie_gott_vater_in_ewigkeit.  
62 King James Bible, trans. Johannespassion, Carus 83.261, 19. 
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 The first episode of the passion, “The Arrest of Jesus,” closes with an alto aria 

that shows the singer’s admiration for God’s incomprehensible love for humanity. The 

alto sings about God’s love which is so boundless that, even though Jesus is now being 

escorted to the court, God does not hold court against those who reject him, “Gott geht 

nicht ins Gericht, er sollte seine Menschen hassen, und er verwirft sie nicht” [God does 

not hold court, does not reject the men he made]. Perhaps, the meter of 3/4 and the triplet 

figures that permeate the melody represent the Triune God.63 Moreover, the text, “Wer 

kann den Rat der Liebe Fassen?” [Who can grasp the counsel of love?] is set on the 

drawn-out melismatic melody of triplets that illustrate the ever-flowing and ever-lasting 

love of God.  

 

Example 6. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 9 Aria, mm. 35-46.  

                                                 
63 Patrick Saint-Dizier, Musical Rhetoric: Foundations and Annotation Schemes (Hoboken: John 

Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2014), 85.  
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Scene 2: “Peter’s Three Denials.” <Movts. 10-16> 

After the brief yet beautiful contemplation of God’s love that was led by the alto 

soloist, a new scene opens at the palace of the high priest (verse 15), where Simon Peter’s 

faith will be challenged. In the opening recitative of the new scene (Movement 10), Peter 

denies Jesus the first time and the encounter between the high priest and Jesus begins. In 

the next tenor aria (Movement 11), the tenor responds to Jesus’ boldness displayed in his 

answers to the high priest’s questions while fearlessly standing before many accusers. 

Here, in the da capo aria, the tenor confidently praises the Word (Jesus)64 who will lead 

the believers to eternal bliss, even though it was the rejection of the same Word that has 

brought Jesus to this trial. Surely, the spoken words of the Word Jesus at the high priest’s 

court irresistibly manifested the true confidence of Almighty God’s Son. The text of the 

aria is as followed:  

Dein Wort ist Geist und Kraft und Segen 

Und göttliche Zufriedenheit, 

es leitet uns auf sichren Wegen 

ins Land der ewgen Seligkeit. 

Wenn ich mich oft mit Uhruh quäle, 

wenn Graun der Nichts mich überfällt, 

dann schaff dein Wort in meiner Seele 

die Freuden der zukünftgen Welt. 

Your Word is spirit, a strength and blessing 

And divine contentment, 

Leading us along safe pathways 

Into the land of eternal bliss. 

Oft when I torment myself in unrest, 

When the horror of night overwhelms me, 

Your Word creates in my soul 

The joy of the world to come. 65 

 

Together with the verses of Psalm 119:105, Hebrews 4:12, the tenor aria’s text speaks of 

the active and the powerful Word.66 Such characteristics of the Word are depicted 

                                                 
64 The Christian belief that Jesus is the Word of God is based on John 1:14 (KJV), which states 

“And the Word was made flesh and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only 

begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth.” 
65 Peter Palmer, trans. Johannespassion, Carus 83.261, 21. 
66 “Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.” (Psalm 119:105 [KJV]). “For the 

word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing 

asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joins and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of 

heart.” (Hebrews 4:12 [KJV]).  
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through melismas, wide leaps, and the unpredictable melodic contour as if the melody 

truly contains life (see Example 7).  

 

Example 7. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 11 Aria, mm. 16-37. 

 

Unlike other chorales of Homilius’ Johannespassion, the next chorale (Movement 

13) of an unknown author is excluded in the common hymnals, and it was found in two 

of the five complete sources. Notably, only copies discovered in Augustusburg contain 

this chorale. The text of the chorale expresses the anger the congregation may have felt 

responding to an officer who struck Jesus in the prior recitative.67 Furthermore, its text is 

acutely fitting to the plot flow which suggests that the composer or the unknown librettist 

added this ad hoc chorale.  

                                                 
67 Gottfried August Homilius, Johannespassion, 36. 
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Was macht denn nur die wüste Not, 

die dich, o großer Wundergott, 

so schändlich lästert und mit Schmach 

dir so viel Übles redet nach.  

What is served by that dire misery, 

That, O great and wonderful God, 

Slanders you so shamefully and affronts you, 

Speaking but ill of you?68 

 

The plot develops further in movement 14, where Simon Peter denies Jesus two more 

times. Perhaps Homilius assigned the servants’ question to the choir in order to reflect the 

psychological effect that Peter might have felt. Beyond question, Peter probably heard the 

small voice of a servant girl as a threatening sound of the crowd. The rhythm also 

displays the pressing manner of the servant’s question, as the eighth notes rush to the end 

of the phrases (see Example 8). Following Peter’s regrettable denials, the recitativo 

accompagnato and aria contemplate Peter’s action.69  

 

Example 8. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 14b Coro, mm. 4-9. 

 

Scene 3: “Jesus’ trial before Pilate.” <Movts. 17-22>  

 In the next series of movements, Homilius cleverly sets the crowds’ growing 

outcry as an imitative counterpoint in the chorus movement of 14b (see Example 9).  

                                                 
68 Peter Palmer, trans. Johannespassion, Carus 83.261 21. 
69 See Chapter 2 for more discussions on this aria.  
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Example 9. Johannespassion, part 1, movt 17b Coro, mm. 1-27. 
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This “imitative” quality of the chorale portrays the puppet-like crowds who have been 

manipulated by the Jewish leaders.70 Another extraordinary compositional choice by 

Homilius is in the chorale, “Gloria sei dir gesungen” (Movement 18), of which the text of 

the chorale is the third verse of a well-known hymn, “Wachet auf! Ruft uns die stimme,” 

by Philipp Nicolai. This chorale represents the congregational response to Jesus’ answer 

that His kingdom is not of this world. Significantly, Homilius triumphantly added horn 

fanfares in order to express the glory of God’s kingdom that “no eye has seen nor ear has 

heard.”71 Wolf praised such compositional gesture by Homilius as “Kleinodien der 

Chorsatzkunst” [the gems of the choral arts] (see Example 10). 72 

 

Example 10. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 18 Chorale, mm. 1-5. 

 

 

In the next recitative (Movement 19b), Pontius Pilate tries to release Jesus on 

account of the Passover custom. However, the crowds answer in one voice, “Barrabam!” 

insisting that the murderer would be released instead of Jesus. The homophonic setting 

and the perfect authentic cadence reaffirms their unified zealous determination to crucify 

Jesus (see Example 11). 

                                                 
70 This note is in response to the well-known controversy which claims that J. S. Bach’s 

Johannespassion shows anti-Semitic elements. (cf. Michael Marissen, Lutheranism, Anti-Judaism, and 

Bach’s St. John Passion (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998)). It is important to recognize that 

Homilius did not specifically target the Jewish people for a negative portrayal. It is recorded in the Bible 

that the chief priests indeed pressured Pontius Pilate to give the verdict of the crucifixion (see Luke 24:20). 

In addition to musically portraying the intense event leading up to the verdict, Homilius sensitively 

depicted those who mourned the death of Jesus the Nazarene, many of them being Jewish followers. The 

texts of chorales and arias suggest that the ultimate reason for Jesus’ death is the sins of the world (cf. 

Movts. 1, 3, 7, 9, 16, 29, 33, 39). 
71 The chorale text is quoting 1 Corinthians 2:9 (KJV): “But as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor 

ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love 

him.” 
72 Wolf, Homilius: Studien zu Leben, 23. 
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Example 11. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 19b Coro, mm. 26-28. 
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Thereafter, the strong-willed tenor, who confidently sang about the Word now 

shows his fury towards the upcoming pronouncement of Barabbas’ release in the arioso 

(Movement 20) and the aria (Movement 21). Since the arioso is lacking in melodic 

lyricism, it could also be categorized as recitativo accompagnato. Nonetheless, the unison 

accompaniment accentuates the fierce and adamant character of the text. The instruments 

seem to be having a dialogue with the voice; they share and express the same rage with 

its angular and erratic accompaniment (see Example 12).  

 

Example 12. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 20 Arioso, mm. 1-16. 
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Furthermore, the triumphant horns return again in the next aria to signal that the victory is 

reserved for God alone (see Example 13).  

 

Example 13. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 21 Aria, mm. 1-4. 

 

Expressively compelled by the string’s fast moving notes, the tenor passionately sings the 

through-composed aria maintaining a single Affekt (see Example 14).  

 

Example 14. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 21 Aria, mm. 17-24. 
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Part I of Johannespassion concludes with yet another chorale (Movement 22) 

often set by J. S. Bach,73 “Unter deinen Schirmen,” that used the second verse of the 

familiar chorale by Johann Franck, “Jesu, meine Freude.”  

Unter deinem Schirmen  

Bin ich vor den Stürmen  

Aller Feinde frei.  

Lass den Satan wittern, lass den Feind erbittern,  

Mir steht Jesus bei.  

Ob es itzt gleich kracht und blitzt,  

Ob gleich Sünd und Hölle schrecken:  

Jesus will mich decken. 

Sheltered by you, 

I am safe from the storms  

Of every enemy. 

Let Satan rage, let the world fume, 

Jesus stands by me.  

Though there be thunder and lightning, 

Though sin and hell bring terror  

Jesus will guard me. 74 

 

The choice of the chorale text seems rather unfitting at this point of the plot. The text 

professes Jesus as the one who stands by the believers especially in dire situations. 

Perhaps, Homilius is pointing to the final outcome of this betrayal that Jesus faced: He 

defeated the death that came out of this desertion, and now he stands by and defends 

those who are surrounded by the threats of eternal death. More importantly, the text 

reminds the believers that they can trust Jesus who will be faithful in all circumstances; 

His steadfast character stands out especially after having witnessed Peter’s denials.  

Part II  

Scene 1: “Trial and sentence to crucifixion.”<Movts. 23-29> 

 

 The layout of Part II of Johannespassion once again clearly displays the pillar 

function of chorales and arias. The second portion of the passion can be divided into two 

major events: 1) the verdict of the crucifixion and 2) the death of Jesus. The opening 

chorale (Movement 23) draws people’s attention back to the current development of the 

plot—Jesus is about to be given the verdict of crucifixion. The text of the chorale, written 

                                                 
73 Bach set this chorale four times: BWV 64, 81, 227, 358.  
74 Peter Palmer, trans. Johannespassion, Carus 83.261, 24-25. 
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by an unknown author, “Weg, Welt, mit deinen Freuden,” motivates the congregation to 

sympathize Jesus’ death, foreshadowing what is about to unfold.  

  

Weg, Welt, mit deinen Freuden 

Und was dir wohlgefällt! 

Dein Jesus muss jetzt leiden, 

der sich zum Opfer stell. 

 

Entfernet euch, ihr Lüste, 

der Herr trägt Qual und Pein, 

Wie kann er Knecht, ein Christe, 

darneben fröhlich sein?  

Away o world, with your joys, 

And that which brings you pleasure! 

Your Jesus must suffer now, 

For sacrificing himself. 

 

Away with you, pleasures,  

The Master suffers torture and pain, 

How can the servant, a Christian, 

Be happy at the same time?75 

 

 In the following movements, the tight tension between Pontius Pilate and the 

crowds is intensified by the two chorus exclamations. First, in movement 24b, the 

mocking cry of the soldiers who dressed Jesus with the garment and the “king’s crown” 

is set in imitative counterpoint. The rhythmic pattern and the melodic contour amplify the 

ridiculing character of the soldier’s voices (see Example 15).  

 

Example 15 Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 24b Coro, mm. 1-16. 

 

                                                 
75 Peter Palmer, trans. Johannespassion, Carus 83.26, 25. 
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Example 15. (continued) 
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Second, in movement 24d, Homilius further enhanced the thrill of the frightening cry, 

“Kreuzige!” [crucify!] by placing the highest note of A5
76 sung by the chorus thus far. 

Especially, the increase in the threatening sound effect occurs as the voices unite in the 

homophonic setting immediately after the previous counterpoint. Additionally, the key of 

F# minor, an agitated tempo of presto, repeated notes in the accompaniment, and the 

unstable, unresolved ending in the vii° harmony assist in depicting the frightening mood 

(see Example 16). This dramatic depiction would have aroused the congregation’s 

emotions greatly, considering the level of the theatrical spectacles that people were 

exposed to during the mid-eighteenth century.  

 

Example 16. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 24d Coro, mm. 31-54. 

 

                                                 
76 American Standard “staveless” notation is used here.  
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Example 16. (continued) 
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Example 16. (continued) 

 

Next, the alto’s da capo aria, “Ich zage, Herr, vor ihrer Stimme” [I tremble, Lord, on 

hearing their shouts] (Movement 25), communicates the undeniable pain which the 

congregation would have experienced. The aria’s key of F# minor suitably expresses 

such a confession of an aching heart.77 In addition, Homilius’ various styles of chorus 

settings not only keep the music fascinating, but also make the drama come alive. In 

movement 26b, the chorus features soloists’ lines of angular phrases portraying sudden 

bursts of shouting. Moreover, the expression ardito [boldly] and the sound effect created 

                                                 
77 Johann Mattheson described this F-sharp minor as “although it leads to great sadness, is 

somewhat languid and amorous rather than lethal. It is also somewhat abandoned.” Johann Mattheson and 

Hans Lenneberg, “Johann Mattheson on Affect and Rhetoric in Music (II),” Journal of Music Theory 2, no 

2 (November 1958): 236.  
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by the high tessitura of the chorus (except alto) creates a conceivable depiction of the 

scene at Pilate’s court (see Example 17).  

 

Example 17. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 26b Coro, mm. 1-7. 

 

In this scene, as Pilate unsettlingly continues the interrogation, Jesus answers to 

Pilate’s preposterous claim that he has the power to save Jesus, “Du hättest keine Macht 

über mich, wenn sie dir nicht wäre von oben herab gegeben” [Thou couldest have no 

power at all against me, except it were given from thee from above]. Here, Jesus sings 

another aria proclaiming himself as the Almighty and the Creator. It is important to 

remember that much like the first aria of Jesus, the context suggests that the text reflects 

the thoughts of Jesus rather than an audible reply to Pilate. This da capo aria, (Movement 

27) to be sung con pompa, exhibits many components that strive to depict the immortal 
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quality of God. For example, the fundamental key of C major, wide leaps, and extreme 

vocal range would be just some of the elements that point to the Deity. The heralding 

horns and the dotted rhythms remind the listeners of the royal processional march. 

Despite the soldiers’ mockery, shouting “Hail, King of the Jews!” the royal music 

accompanies the true King’s words (see Example 18). 

 

Example 18. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 27 Aria, mm. 1-34. 
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Example 18. (continued) 
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 The next series of recitatives, choruses, and a soprano aria (Movements 28-29) 

close the first section of Part II as Jesus is sentenced to be crucified. Again, the tension 

escalates to another level as Pilate tries to release Jesus while the crowds threaten and 

accuse Pilate of treason. Consequently, the three chorus exclamations are in the forms of 

fugue, imitative counterpoint, and homophony to appropriately suit each context. The 

fugue perhaps suggests Pilate’s complicated position when the crowd began to accuse 

Jesus as an anti-government rebel (see Examples 19, 20, 21).  

 

 

Example 19. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 28b Coro, mm. 13-23. 
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Example 19. (continued) 

 

Similar to the prior setting, the second chorus of the movement 28d, where the crowd 

shouts once again, “crucify!” ends in the harmony of vii° (see Example 20).  

 

Example 20. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 28d Coro, mm. 43-58. 
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Example 20. (continued) 
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Example 20. (continued) 

 

Furthermore, in the next chorus movement of 28f, the chorus’ cry claiming that they 

know no king other than Caesar is set in the key of A minor (see Example 21).  

 
Example 21. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 28f Coro, mm. 63-68. 
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In contrast to the C major key aria of Jesus that declares his true kingship, the relative 

minor key of A minor suggests that the crowd is promoting a “fake” king. Also, its 

homophonic setting assists in representing the crowd’s adamant stance. Finally, the 

Evangelist announces the sentence of crucifixion in a sympathetic manner by the 

suspended harmony on the word “gekreuziget” [get crucified] (see Example 22).  

 

Example 22. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 28g Recitativo, mm. 69-71. 

 

Movement 29 features the soprano’s dal segno aria as she lovingly exalts the obedience 

of Jesus for voluntarily receiving the human court judgment. With a flowing melody 

accompanied by the strings, basso continuo and oboes, she admits that it is only through 

the death of Jesus that she might receive life, which would have been the confession of 

all believers in the audience.  The repetition of the text, “also hat Gott die Welt geliebt” 

[God so loved the world] quotes one of the most well-known biblical verses of John 3:16. 

It takes place numerous times throughout the aria clearly to emphasize the great love of 

God.  

Scene 2: “Death and Burial of Jesus.” <Movts. 30-39> 

The change of scene occurs as Jesus is now taken to Golgotha to die for the sins 

of the world. The heated atmosphere of the trial dissolves to a mood of melancholy. So 

far, Homilius has shown his capability in creating various theatrical dimensions to the 

performance. In Movement 30a, Homilius made an interesting choice by realistically 

setting the passage narration on repeated notes. For example, when Pontius Pilate put the 

writing on the cross, “Jesus von Nazareth, der Jüden König” [Jesus of Nazareth, the King 
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of the Jews] the composer uses a repeated-note melody that has suddenly lost its rhythmic 

drive. Perhaps, Homilius is portraying the immovable and unshakable Kingship of God 

(see Example 23).   

 

 

 

Example 23. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 30a Recitativo, mm. 11-17. 

 

The chorus of Movement 30b, where the chief priests of the Jews protest against the 

writings on the sign, displays a similar halt in the rhythmic momentum which occurs as 

they sing in unison on the repeated notes (see Example 24).  

 

Example 24. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 30b Coro, mm. 35-45. 

 

Another occurrence of narration from Scripture is found in the following recitative 

(Movement 30e)—it is here that Homilius employed the similar compositional approach 

(see Example 25).  
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Example 25. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 30e Recitativo, mm. 64-71.  

 

This particular recitative presents one of the most heart-rending moments in the Passion 

which results from Homilius’ sensitive recitative writings. By flexibly utilizing tempo 

changes and the form of recitative, Homilius organically portrayed the dying moment of 

Jesus, bringing to life such a compelling scene. The frequent rests and short-breathed 

descending phrases appropriately depict the voice of the fatally wounded Jesus. 

 

Example 26. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 30e Recitativo, mm. 79-90. 
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 In the next chorale (Movement 31), the choir briefly comments on the charitable 

act of the disciples by taking in Mary as their mother in Homilius’ conventional 

homophonic setting. Also, David Denicke (1603-1690) wrote this text as the sixth verse 

of his hymn, “Kommt, lasst euch den Herren lehren.” 78 

Selig sind, die aus Erbarmen 

Sich annehmen fremder Not, 

sind mitleidig mit den Armen, 

bitten treulich für sie Gott. 

Die behülflich sind mit Rat, 

auch, wo möglich, mit der Tat; 

werden wieder Hülf empfangen 

und Barmherzigkeit erlangen.  

Blessed are those who through pity 

Take on the plight of strangers, 

Have sympathy for the poor, 

Faithfully ask God’s aid for these men. 

Those who are helpful with counsel, 

And also, where possible, with deeds; 

They in their turn will be helped 

And they will attain mercy.79 

 

Hereafter, the intensification of the drama was perhaps no longer necessary and Homilius 

only uses forms of aria, duet, recitative and chorale to assist the congregation in the 

meditation of the Passion. Finally, Jesus gives up his spirit in the following recitative 

(Movement 32). As witnessed in the previous recitative, another intuitive text setting is 

exhibited by Homilius as Jesus utters his last words, “Es ist vollbracht!” [It is finished!]. 

Remarkably, the four notes that compose the last proclamation of Jesus outline the 

opening melody of Jesus’ first aria.  

 

 

 

Example 27. Johannespassion, part 1, movt. 5 Aria, mm. 16-19 & 

part 2, movt. 32 Recitativo, mm. 13-15. 

 

 

                                                 
78 J. S. Bach also set the same verse in his cantata BWV 39 with much more intricate harmonies 

and smaller note values. 
79 Peter Palmer, trans. Johannespassion, Carus 83.261, 29. 
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At this point, it is only natural to offer a song of mourning. Therefore, Homilius 

set a beautiful duet by two sopranos in the key of D minor (Movement 33). The two 

female voices seem to represent the women who followed Jesus to Golgotha since the 

text mentions that all weep for Jesus’ death. The harmonies between the two voices and 

the exchange of the lyrical melody are exquisitely set. However, the duration of the duet 

is perhaps too long for modern ears (lasting longer than approximately ten minutes), 

especially since Homilius superfluously reintroduced the altered opening material in the 

B section even though it is already a da capo aria. Nonetheless, it would be incongruous 

to state that any given time is sufficient for one to grieve for a loved one’s death.  

 The Evangelist continues the telling of the Passion in the form of recitative. In 

Movement 34, the soldiers pierce Jesus’ side, which results in the pouring of water and 

blood.  In the next chorale (Movement 35) inspired by the wounds of Jesus, the 

congregation together proclaim, “Schreibe deine blutgen Wunden mir, Herr, in das Herz 

hinein!” [Inscribe your bleeding wounds upon my heart, O Lord!].  

Schreibe deine blutgen Wunden  

Mir, Herr, in das Herz hinein! 

Dass sie mögen alle Studen 

Bei mir unvergessen sein. 

Du bist doch mein liebstes Gut, 

da mein ganzes Herz ruht, 

lass mich hier zu deinen Füßen, 

deiner Lieb und Huld genießen.  

Inscribe your bleeding wounds  

Upon my heart, O Lord! 

That every hour of each day 

I shall never forget them. 

You are my dearest possession, 

Since my whole heart is at rest, 

Permit me, here at your feet, 

To enjoy your love and kindness.80  

 

Moreover, Movement 36 exhibits another occurrence of Homilius’ familiar text setting, 

“Sie werden sehen, in welchen sie gestochen haben” [They shall look on him whom they 

pierced]. This confirms that he wrote carefully abiding by his compositional strategies as 

apparent in the scriptured quotation (see Example 28).   

                                                 
80 Palmer, trans. Johannespassion, Carus 83.261, 30. 
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Example 28. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 36 Recitativo, mm. 12-15. 

 

In the next aria (Movement 37), the tenor, who has been nothing but valiant and 

confident so far, proclaims together with the horns that Jesus, the Savior, and the 

righteous judge, has already overcome death.  

Wenn, Heiland, die dich schmähn, 

dich einst als Richter sehn, 

wenn an dem schrecklichsten von allen Tagen, 

wenn vor dir im Gericht die Ungerechten zagen, 

ich bebe nicht! 

When, Savior, those who revile you, 

See you one day as their judge, 

When upon the most terrible of all days, 

When the unrighteous tremble before your 

court, I shall not quake!81 

 

After the Evangelist completes the Passion story (Movement 38), Homilius’ 

Johannespassion concludes with the only free choral setting (Movement 39). The five 

stanzas of text that would have made this chorale setting too rigid and formal are set in a 

varied format.82 While the first and third stanzas are set to the conventional homophonic 

four-part chorale form (see Example 29), the lower two solo voices and the upper two 

solo voices sing the second and fourth stanzas as duets.  

 
Example 29. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 39 Coro, mm. 63-65. 

                                                 
81 Ibid., 30. 
82 Wolf, Homilius: Studien zu Leben, 24. 
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These duets carry beautiful harmonies and melodic dialogues that are delicately adorned 

with reserved ornamentations (see Example 30).  

 

 

Example 30. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 39 Coro, mm. 85-98. 

 

At the opening of the fifth verse, the choir breaks away from the rigid chorale form 

to end with the pleasantly surprising phrases filled with melisma and a trilled cadence. 
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Such a free-spirited ending can symbolize the joyous celebration of the breaking from the 

bondage of sins (see Example 31). With this festive music, Homilius’ Johannespassion 

concludes with the following delighted proclamation: 

 

Dann wollen wir vor deinem ewgen Throne,  

Von dir gekrönt mit einer Königskrone, 

Im neuen Lied durch ganze Ewigkeiten  

Dein Lob verbreiten. 

Then let us, before your eternal throne, 

Crowned by you with a kingly crown, 

Spread your praise in the new song, 

For all eternity.83 

 

                                                 
83 Palmer, trans. Johannespassion Carus 83.26131. 
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Example 31. Johannespassion, part 2, movt. 39 Coro, mm. 110-118.  
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Example 31. (continued) 
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CHAPTER 2  

A SINGER’S GUIDE TO RHETORICAL PERFORMANCE OF  

HOMILIUS’ JOHANNESPASSION 

 

Rhetorical Performance 

 What is Rhetorical Performance? 

Rhetorical performance is a speech-based approach to performance, using 

expressive techniques of delivery discussed in rhetoric texts. Since the musical rhetoric 

treatises of the past focused their attentions on compositional techniques, the importance 

of rhetorical stages’ ‘delivery’ can be and has been easily overlooked. However, because 

the purpose of practicing rhetoric is to persuade and move the audience, the actual 

performing aspects are just as important, if not more dominant than architecture and the 

contents of the argument.84 In regard to delivery, Cicero considered that “a moderate 

speaker with a trained delivery can often outdo the best of them.”85 Additionally, Tarling 

quotes from Anselm Bayly’s A Practical Treatise on Singing and Playing with Just 

Expression and Real Elegance:  

Pronunciation, is of such importance, that no one can neglect it, without depriving 

eloquence of its chief strength; nay a good delivery will set off even an indifferent 

composition: For the greatest part of an audience are struck not so much with 

what is said as the manner of saying it.86 

 

A collection of writings supplying the performing ideas and techniques which are 

available in rhetoric texts exists, although they are fewer in number in comparison to the 

writings on compositional techniques.87 These rhetorical ideas and techniques of delivery 

                                                 
84 Judy Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric: A Guide for Musicians and Audiences (St. Albans: 

Corda Music, 2005), 101.  
85 Ibid., 101. 
86 Ibid., 101. 
87 Ibid., v. 
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can be applied to musical performances. Particularly, “Declamation”—the skill to 

efficaciously utilize different dynamics and tones, clear diction, and display competency 

and articulation—is the central theme addressed in the instructions of delivery found in 

rhetoric texts.88 Additionally important is Bruce Haynes’ description of Baroque 

declamation: 

Baroque declamation is not normal street-talk; it is exaggerated in clarity, in 

pronunciation, in the rising and falling cadence of the voice, in the timing of 

pauses indicated by punctuation, and so on.89 

 

Therefore, rhetorical singing is declamatory singing which embodies a variety of 

dynamic levels, phrasing, clear articulation, inflection, stress and length of notes, and 

tempo. These elements similarly characterize an effective speech and singing. Rifkin 

remarks, “All good singing is declamatory and all good declamation sings.”90  

Above all, the rhetorical performance is not to be confused with the Historically 

Informed Performance (HIP) movement which was ignited in the 1960s. The prominent 

leader of this movement was Nikolas Harnoncourt, who could not agree with the austerity 

and neutrality practiced by the modernists of his time.91 Dorottya Fabian’s description of 

the 1950s and 1960s Brandenburg concertos recordings in her Bach Performance 

Practice, 1945-1975: A Comprehensive Review of Sound Recordings and Literature is 

useful to understand some aspects of this “austerity and neutrality.”  

[These recordings seem] to strive for a sustained line with hardly any caesuras, 

breathing, or lifting of the bow. Intense tone production, dynamically shaped long 

phrases, strict metre and rhythm, lack of pulse, playing all notes with equal 

                                                 
88 Ibid., 99. 
89 Bruce Haynes, The End of Early Music: A Period Performer’s History of Music for the Twenty -

First Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 172. 
90 Bernard D. Sherman, “Reinventing Wheels,” in Inside Early Music: Conversations with 

Performers (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 14. 
91 Uri Golomb, “Rhetoric in the Performance of Baroque Music,” 2. http://www.bach-

cantatas.com/Articles/Rhetorical-Performance-Golomb.pdf.  
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importance and slurring them all together in a continuous legato characterize most 

of the versions.92 

  

The claim established in the Doctrine of Musical Figures (Figurenlehre) of the late 

nineteenth century—that Baroque music could be semantically deciphered with decoratio 

or elaboratio figures—motivated this HIP movement.93 Furthermore, Harnoncourt strove 

to realize and communicate the extra-musical meanings of the rhetorical figures in 

performance. However, Judy Tarling in her book, The Weapons of Rhetoric, criticizes the 

practicality of discovering the “hidden” meanings in the actual process of delivery and 

identifies a real problem that requires the audience’s ability to recognize the figures as 

well.94 Joshua Rifkin, in his interview with Bernard Sherman explicates the concept of 

rhetoric as semantics: 

Rhetoric has, first of all, almost nothing to do with content and meaning. 

 

Now let’s go to the end of the rhetorical tradition and consider the most famous 

example here, in which Mattheson says a piece of instrumental music is like a 

Klangrede, “oratory in sound.”…Well, come on. You read Mattheson, and he’s 

saying, Look, a piece of music has a beginning, a middle and an end. And that’s 

all he’s saying…The kind of “rhetorical” performance that we have been blessed 

with over the last twenty years—which sometimes milks every little gesture for 

all it’s worth, and finds deep meaning in rhetorical terms that really just describes 

standard musical phenomena—has no historical basis.95 

 

Therefore, performing music rhetorically—focusing mainly on the speech-like aspect of 

rhetoric rather than its semantics—would make a plausible historically informed 

approach to performing eighteenth-century music.  

 

                                                 
92 Dorottya Fabian, Bach Performance Practice, 1945-1975: A Comprehensive Review of Sound 

Recordings and Literature (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2003), 165. 
93 Ibid., 2. Figures of Decoratio and Elaboratio will be explained later in Rhetorical Stages in 

Music. 
94 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, iii. 
95 Sherman, “Reinventing Wheels,” 9-10. 
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Why Rhetorical Performance? 

Many of today’s classical musicians fear improvisations and personal 

interpretations on stage more than a lifeless performance. Plausibly, such an unfortunate 

reality can be seen as the result of the era of recordings, obsessions over virtuosic 

techniques, and chilling competitions among artists. Some classical singers turn to the 

field of popular music in pursuit of “limitless” personal expressions. Moreover, the 

endless wealth of information at the click of a finger, has made the recordings of the past 

and present accessible and has raised the bar of expectation for the musicians higher than 

ever. The current state of the modern musician’s pursuit of a perfectly beautiful tone and 

impeccable technique, while considering the creative aspects as inferior, is perhaps better 

described with Robert Hill’s words as “a chaste boredom [which] has been raised to the 

highest virtue.”96 Consequently, the deprivation of creativity and spontaneity on stage, 

has affected the performance of early music due to its improvisatory performance 

tradition.  

“Am I doing this right?” This question of uncertainty disheartens many young 

singers as they perform or prepare a piece from an early period. Despite the HIP 

performers’ assertion that the goal of recreating past performances is not only an 

erroneous view of their artistic goal, but an impossible one, today’s young singers still 

carry an uneasy attitude towards performing early music. Furthermore, early music has 

been subjected to scrutiny by many individuals, who believe that its works should be 

performed with light production of sound, ornamentation, rigidity, and if possible, with 

                                                 
96 Robert Hill, “‘Overcoming Romanticism’: On the Modernization of Twentieth-Century 

Performance Practice,” in Music and Performance During the Weimar Republic, ed. Bryan Randolph 

Gilliam (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 58.  
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period instruments. Such limited and generalized perspectives towards a “specialized” 

field of early music permeated a notion that it requires acquiring new skills and 

performance practice rules. Seemingly, it appears mechanical and anti-expressive. 

However, the pursuit of rhetorical performance shall introduce a reformed perspective of 

performing early music to students of music which will bring changes to this unfavorable 

opinion towards early music performance.  

In Bruce Haynes’ The End of Early Music, he differentiates the expressiveness of 

Romantic music with that of early music and proposes the argument that “Rhetoric offers 

an alternate discourse and validates an expressive performing in “Early Music.””97 By 

deciding to rhetorically perform a musical composition, singers are participating in the 

role of an orator, which should be undertaken with much gravity. Likewise, if one is 

preparing a sacred piece written for a religious service, for example, a Homilius cantata, 

that singer embodies the role of the preacher as well. Moreover, the desire of an orator or 

a preacher to convince and move the audience was the vital energy that propelled the 

establishment of the art of rhetorical music of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Indeed, singers must touch the audience through their realization of music. However, the 

notion of musicians “serving” the audience by providing them with emotional experience 

was overturned in the light of romanticism. Due to this, the audience became the 

spectators who were present to witness the musical expression of the performer.98 Haynes 

further explains the Romantic concept of music:  

To the Romantic, expression depicted subjective states of mind and heart; it was a 

kind of report on what the individual artist-composer himself was feeling. This is 

                                                 
97 Haynes, The End of Early Music, 166. 
98 Ibid., 180. 
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a conception many people today still hold. Dahlhaus called the new Romantic 

concept of music an “autobiography in notes.”99 

 

Therefore, the pre-Romantic period performers who held rhetorical values of affection 

did not concern themselves with the presentation of the most beautiful tone and perfect 

technique. Performers presented the most expressive music even for the negative 

affections, since the attainment of Affekt was the most important matter.  

Whereas a Romantic musician was chiefly concerned with generating beauty, a 

Baroque performer’s job, first and foremost, was to understand what “humour” 

they wanted to evoke (the French called them “Passions”), and to convince their 

audience of its presence. 100 

 

Bruce comments further that, “looking for only the beauty in Baroque art is to miss part 

of what it is trying to communicate.”101 This also indicates that in addition to obtaining 

the most beautiful tone, singers must be technically equipped to produce all types of 

tones to express all affections. Therefore, it is the musical formula of rhetorical singing; 

the combination of the sincerity of the singer’s heart and the expressivity generates the 

power of music—the ability to move and affect the listeners—as Cicero wrote, “no mind 

is so susceptible of the power of eloquence, as to catch its blaze, unless the speaker, when 

he approaches it, is himself in flames.”102 Moreover, Quantz shadows Cicero’s views, 

“for what does not come from the heart will not easily touch the heart.”103 In essence, 

expressive singing is key to rhetorical performance, which fulfills its purpose of 

achieving the affection.    

 

                                                 
99 Ibid., 177. 
100 Ibid., 168. 
101 Ibid., 182.  
102 Ibid., 174. 
103 Ibid., 174 
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Rhetorical Stages in Music 

 In Dietrich Bartel’s Musica Poetica, he introduces fifteen authors of 

representative treatises or sources on musical rhetoric, ranging from the sixteenth-century 

Joachim Burmeister(1564-1629) of the sixteenth century to Johann Nikolaus Forkel 

(1749-1818) of the Classical period. Bartel efficiently offers a comprehensive yet 

succinct review of the fifteen authors’ writings which present both consistent and varied 

views of musical rhetoric and demonstrate the aesthetic changes of the developing 

musical rhetorical ideas over the course of approximately 300 years. Although these 

discussions on musical rhetoric provide valuable information to the readers, their diverse 

ideas can contribute to a possibly inadequate musical analysis. Likewise, Brian Vickers 

diagnoses that “two main weaknesses [of] the rhetoric textbook tradition [are the] 

proliferation of categories, and ambiguity in definition.”104 With the aim to achieve 

clarification and earn credibility in the upcoming applications of musical rhetorical 

scheme and terms to Homilius’ work, the current paper will use Johann Mattheson’s Der 

vollkommene Capellmeister as the main guide and the source of the majority contents of 

the forthcoming musical rhetoric discussions. Mattheson, who was a contemporary 

composer, opera singer, critic, conductor, music journalist, lexicographer, and theorist of 

Homilius, also shared the ideals of Enlightenment and the preference for natural settings 

of melody with the Dresden cantor: “For Mattheson, the power of music was rooted in 

nature rather than mathematics, …in melody, ultimately rather than in counterpoint.”105 

Moreover, not only are Mattheson’s instructions in his renowned Der vollkommene 

                                                 
104 Brian Vickers, “Figures of rhetoric/Figures of music?,” A Journal of the History of Rhetoric 2, 

no. 1 (Spring 1984): 23.  
105 Bartel, Musica Poetica,137. 
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Capellmeister relevant, but they are also applicable to singers since his “concept of 

affection, figures, and musical rhetoric are tied to melodic rather than contrapuntal 

composition.”106 Mattheson goes as far as to claim that the main purpose in melodic 

composition is to establish affection.107 Given these points, the instructions by this 

Hamburg-based German polymath make a suitable guide for performing Homilius’ 

works.  

Mattheson adopted the conventional five steps of oratory structure to musical 

rhetorical structure as the four steps of inventio (inspiration; determination of the 

thematic material), dispositio (arrangement of the material), elaboratio or decoratio 

(addition of figures, ornamentation) and executio (delivery).108 According to Athanasius 

Kircher,109 during inventio, the composer chooses the theme or subject (the basic 

materials to be used in achieving Affekt), the key (the most appropriate choice to assist in 

creating the affection), and the meter (the best one to suite the rhythm of the text and 

affection).110 Even though the first step of inventio is carried out prior to the actual 

penning down of the musical notes, the rhetoricians consider inventio imperative as is 

evident by the extensive portion that the examination on loci topici (subject areas) takes 

in the rhetorical treatises. For example, Gerardus Vossius, whose writings have been used 

as the authoritative textbook on rhetoric, covered the topic of inventio in books 1 and 

                                                 
106 Ibid., 137.   
107 Ibid., 138.  
108 Ibid., 137. It is helpful to look at the different rhetorical models by the arguably three most 

frequently discoursed writers of the current topic of musical rhetoric structure. See Appendix B. 
109 Ibid., 106. Athanasius Kircher (1601-1680) wrote Musurgia Universalis, an influential work 

that was used as the textbook by almost every eighteenth century German music theorist. This book 

contains discussions of Melopoeta.  
110 Ibid., 77. 
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2.111 For musical rhetorical texts, Mattheson dedicated an entire chapter (4) examining all 

of loci topici and inventio in his Der vollkommene Capellmeister. Therefore, in inventio, 

the composer decides the thematic material, which is then arranged in “a logical 

succession”112 in dispositio.113 Such a “logical” order established in dispositio is the key 

to composing the thematic displays in the art of fugue.114 In elaboratio, just as an orator 

uses the figures of speech to enhance the argument, the composer adds musical figures to 

the composition to achieve the desired Affekt. The composer further adds ornaments in 

decoratio and finally, the performer realizes the composition to performance in executio.  

Comparatively, Bruce Haynes, who argues that rhetorical stages are of interest to 

performers rather than composers, offers the performer’s perspectives to bring these 

theoretical concepts to practicality based on his reading of Cicero and Quintilian (see 

Table 5). Haynes’ explanations of these five stages from the performer’s views should 

benefit the performers because the descriptions of the rhetorical stages presented thus far 

seem to assume its major audience as theorists and composers. A practical realization of 

the theoretical concepts—like Bruce Haynes’ exemplary suggestions—should be a daily 

practice and a constant pursuit to performers who have taken seriously their obligation to 

provide the optimal musical experience to the audience. By the same token, performers 

should not disregard rhetorical music writings as irrelevant to performance because of 

                                                 
111 Ibid., 67. The referred book by Vossius is Commentariorum Rhetoricorum (1606).  
112 Leon W. Couch, “Musical Rhetoric in Three Praeludia of Dietrich Buxtehude,” The Diapason 

91, no. 3 (March, 2000): 14.    
113 The rhetorical stage of Dispositio is traditionally examined in various subdivided steps. See 

Appendix B.  
114 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 80. 
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their technical language of the compositional process, but they should perceive them as 

practical guides to performance.  

 

Table 5. Bruce Haynes’ Organization of the Five Divisions from the Performer’s 

Angle.115 

 

Inventio Invention  Inspirations and “inventions” in the 

form of figures and gestures; the 

essence of a piece 

Dispositio Arrangement; syntax Organizing inventions into a 

composition 

Elocutio Technique; style Precision, accuracy; being together and 

in tune; projecting style 

Memoria Memory; getting off the 

page 

Gracing and passage, improvisatory 

elements 

Pronunciatio/Actio Effective, moving 

performance; delivery 

Declamation, Vortrag; eloquence (i.e. 

affecting the mind and heart of the 

listener) 

 

A Singer’s Guide to Rhetorical Performance  

A Singer’s Guide to Rhetorical Performance offers the blueprint for proficient 

utilization of technique of the expressive rhetorical language—declamation—through the 

examination of the rhetorical stages. While an in-depth understanding of the rhetorical 

scheme will undoubtedly be beneficial, in order to best serve singers of all levels, the 

limited aspects of rhetorical composition that could have direct influence on the process 

of musical realization will be discussed. I have structured this guide to the singer’s 

rhetorical performance by dividing the four stages of rhetorical structure in music into 

two overarching steps as related to performance.  

 

                                                 
115 Haynes, The End of Early Music, 166-67. Haynes adopts Cicero’s terminology in naming the 

different steps of rhetoric. Cf. Appendix B.   
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Step 1: Recognize! (Inventio, Dispositio, Elaboratio) 

In considering inventio, the singer will become aware of Affekt of the musical 

piece. Asking questions by contemplating the reasons behind the choice of the musical 

form, instrumentation, voice type, key, text, etc., will assist in clarifying the goal of the 

musical work. On that note, it is imperative that singers also acknowledge the 

impossibility of finding the “correct” or the “composer’s intended” Affekt.  

 The extensive discussions on dispositio and elaboratio (decoratio) in rhetorical 

musical treatises can be overwhelming to singers who may not excel in music theory. 

Meanwhile, a thorough analysis of music will provide further helpful ideas about musical 

realization, a simple overview for recognizing the main themes, repetitions, and 

variations alone will also contribute a sufficient amount of performing ideas to singers. 

Identifying any of the numerous thematic, melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, formal, even text 

repetitions and variations is essential in rhetorical performance because “a common 

sentence structure in the rhetorical style consists of short phrases which are repeated and 

varied, building to a climax where the argument is concluded with a longer phrase.”116 

The generalized objective is that the singer tastefully applies the techniques of 

declamation to these repetitions and variations to create an expressive performance. 

However, for singers who appreciate a challenge, an in-depth analysis of locating the 

musical rhetorical figures will augment the performance to the next level.  

 The “musical rhetorical figures” do not represent a new compositional tool of 

expressive figures, but are rather the expressive musical devices that were already 

established, now being identified and described as analogous to rhetorical figures.117 

                                                 
116 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 152. 
117 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 87. 
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Interestingly, the function of rhetorical musical figures that began as a rhetorical 

explanation to the digressions from unadorned musical materials, or the justification to 

the unusual contrapuntal writing, ended as the vehicle for displaying and stirring 

affection.118 Correspondingly, Johann Adolf Scheibe119 regarded the musical rhetorical 

figures as “the very language of the affections.”120 This reflects the role of figurative 

speaking in rhetoric as Quintilian claimed “there is no more effective method of exciting 

the emotions than an apt use of figures.”121 

 Frequently in rhetoric text, one finds the figures compared to the decorative 

ornaments that catches the eyes of the beholder, or in the case of oratory, the ears of the 

listeners.122 Furthermore, the sixteenth-century English composer and theorist, Thomas 

Morley, describes the role of rhetorical figure as leading the audience “by the ears with 

chains of gold.”123 In other words, the figures entertain the audience with their ability to 

adorn the speech with variations. Quintilian agreed since he viewed figures as “the chief 

ornament of oratory…to relax the strain of attention…and escape monotony and a 

stereotyped turn of phrase.”124  

In rhetoric, the two distinguished types of ornaments, scheme125 (or “figure”) and 

trope, embody the rhetorical figures. Quintilian’s reception of the Latin term of figura, 

                                                 
118 Ibid., 87. 
119 Johann Adolf Scheibe (1708-1776), a German composer and theorist, who studied at the 

Nikolaikirche and Leipzig University. He is the author of Critische Musikus.  
120 Ibid., 86. 
121 Ibid., 70. 
122 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 190. “The poet Tasso…compared rhetorical figures ‘gems 

embroidered into a work of gold and silken threads of various shades,’… Mattheson thinks bad ornaments 

not jewels and pearls, but ‘only polished and coated glass.’”  
123 Golomb, “Rhetoric in the Performance of Baroque Music,” 6.  
124 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 191. 
125 The terms, “figure,” and “scheme,” are interchangeable as apparent in Quintilian’s 

categorization of “figures of speech” as “figure” and “trope.” Whereas in Bartel’s book, the term “figure” is 

used, Tarling uses “scheme” to describe any deviations from the standard use of the language. 
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which carries “various literal nuances” of meaning as forma (form) and imago (image), or 

ad Herrenium’s division of figures as diction (“the fine polish of language itself”) and 

thought (idea-driven), echo the rhetorical figure’s traditional classification of two 

groupings.126 According to Quintilian, scheme is “a conformation of our speech altered 

from the common and obvious usage,”127 whereas trope is “the expressive alteration of a 

word or phrase from its proper meaning to another.”128 In particular, metaphor, simile and 

personification represent some of the commonly known types of trope, which is the 

“thought” and “imago” with the intention to “stir the mind.”129 In contrast, with the 

purpose to “satisfy and delight the ear,”130 the orators apply schemes that could involve 

slight changes in the word order, syntax, sound, or letter. It is important to realize that 

these two types were often united for the optimum form of expression, for any altered 

forms of speech are considered to be schemes.131 

 Likewise, both types of ornamentation occur in music. Schemes are any 

alterations and variations of a musical motif or phrase by pitch, rhythm, articulation, and 

interval, which often appear in repetitions. In addition, the different types of tropes are 

analogously assigned to the musical figures with the purpose of text painting, 

symbolizing, representing, and depicting affections.  Similarly, Mattheson divides 

rhetorical musical figures into figurae dictionis (word figures) and figurae sententiae 

(phrase figure). The former describes “various word repetitions which can easily be 

                                                 
126 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 69. 
127 Ibid., 69. 
128 Ibid., 69 
129 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 195. 
130 Ibid., 189. Tarling quoting Puttenham’s categorization the rhetorical figures into two types that 

serve different purposes, “one to satisfie and delight th’eare…another by certaine intendments or sence of 

such words and speaches inwardly working a stirre to the mynde.” [sic.] 
131 Ibid., 196.  
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applied to single notes,”132 whereas the latter influences the entire phrase by expressing a 

certain affect.133 Bartel clarifies the description of figurae sententiae in a footnote, “the 

latter suggesting a semantic rather than only a procedural analogy.”134 Moreover, Bartel’s 

categorization of rhetorical musical figures provide yet another helpful perspective. He 

divides them into: 1) figures of melodic repetition, 2) figures of harmonic repetitions; 

fugal figures, 3) figures of representation and depiction, 4) figures of dissonance and 

displacement, and 5) figures of interruption and silence. While one should be mindful of 

the possible semantic interpretations gained by identifying rhetorical musical figures, it is 

important to note the difficulties in communicating these semantic values to the audience 

via means of performance. For this reason, singers may find identifying rhetorical 

musical figures irrelevant to the actual performance. Nonetheless, identifying a few types 

of rhetorical figures can be helpful in establishing a rhetorical performance, which can be 

realized by the singer’s declamatory techniques.135  

Step 2: Enliven! (Executio) 

 The synthesis of adept application of embellishments and declamations 

demonstrates the ideal rhetorical performance. In Der vollkomenne, Mattheson introduces 

non-rhetorical figures of “manieren,” a type of embellishment that has the most practical 

use for singers. Manieren is a category of figures that does not hold any rhetorical 

functions, but has been applied to melodies for the purpose of ornamentations.136 It has 

been widely labeled as figurae semplices in the past, but figurae cantiones, coloraturen, 

                                                 
132 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 141.  
133 Vickers, “Figure of Rhetoric,” 201.  
134 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 141 (footnote 120).  
135 These useful rhetorical figures are shown in Appendix C.  
136 See Appendix D. 
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and verblühmten Auszierungen are also common. Mattheson assured that manieren are to 

be distinguished from other rhetorical figures: “These [figurae cantionis], however, have 

nothing to do with the above-mentioned figures and must not be confused with them.”137 

Most importantly, Mattheson denounces the overuse of embellishments which often ruins 

beautiful melodies, further accompanying an anecdote of the “famous Josquin” told by 

Printz: 

When Josquin was still at Cambrai, a performer added an indecent ornament 

[Coloratur] in one of his works. He [Josquin] became so annoyed that he said to 

the performer, ‘You ass, why do you add an ornament? If I had wanted that 

ornament I should have written it. If you wish to improve well-composed music, 

write your own but leave mine alone.138 

  

However, singers should not be intimidated and omit embellishments altogether because 

“well-placed ornaments are to be esteemed.”139 Therefore, Tarling advises that referring 

to the composer’s own ornamentations can prevent the performers from adding 

embellishments out of the composer’s style. According to Mattheson, “a few well-chosen 

ornaments are better than a continuous effusion.”140 Thus, with much discretion, singers 

should add manieren skillfully during delivery to further enhance the expressivity in their 

performance.  

Declamation 

Neither an excellent choice of manieren of the melody nor a sensitively-

composed recitative is meaningful and effective without the execution of good 

declamatory techniques. The previously introduced quote by Morley serves as a useful 

                                                 
137 Johann Mattheson and Hans Lenneberg, “Johann Mattheson on Affect and Rhetoric in Music 

(II),” Journal of Music Theory 2, no 2 (November 1958): 205.  
138 Ibid., 202. 
139 Ibid., 202.  
140 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 217. 
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guide, as he instructed churchmen to “sing clean, expressing their words with devotion 

and passion whereby to draw the listener, as it were, in chains of gold by the ears to the 

consideration of holy thing.”141 Additionally helpful are the lists by Mattheson on clarity 

and recitative from which singers can gather valuable ideas on effective delivery (see 

Tables 6 and 7). 

Table 6. Mattheson’s Rules on Establishing Clarity in Melody.142  

1. The caesuras and divisions should be observed precisely, not just in vocal but also 

in instrumental pieces. 

2. One must always aim at one specific passion. 

3. A meter must not be altered without reason, without need, nor without intermission. 

4. The number of beats should be proportionate. 

5. The accent of the words should be closely observed. 

6. One must very carefully avoid embellishment. 

7. One must aim at a noble simplicity in expression. 

8. One must not base the aim on words, but on their sense and meaning; not look to 

sparkling notes, but to expressive sounds. 

 

Table 7. Mattheson’s List of the Qualities of a Good Recitative.143  

1. It should not be constrained at all, but should be completely natural. 

2. Emphasis must receive a great deal of attention with it. 

3. The affect must suffer the slightest detriment. 

4. Everything must appear as clear and perceptible to the hearing as if it were spoken. 

5. The recitative requires far more precise accuracy with caesuras than all arias; for 

with the latter, one occasionally condones some things because of pleasant melody. 

6. Actually, no melisma or more frequent repetition belong in recitative; with the 

exception of some quite special, though rare case. 

7. The accent is not to be disregarded for a moment. 

8. The caesura of the beat, though it pretty well takes care of itself, must nevertheless 

be properly attended to in writing. 

9. The established style of writing, with all its familiar musical periods, must be 

retained, and yet must always produce something new and unfamiliar in the 

changing of the keys. This is the most important. 

10. The greatest conceivable variation in the rising and falling of the pitches must be 

sought especially in the bass; but as if it occurred by chance, and certainly not 

contrary to the meaning of the words. 

                                                 
141 Ibid., 102.  
142 Harriss, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, 310. 
143 Ibid., 434.  
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As shown in the previous lists (Table 6: 1, 3, 4, 5; Table 7: 4, 5, 7, 8), in order “to 

sing clean,” the singer must deliver a proper execution of diction, accent, musical 

punctuation, and meter stress. Indeed, rhetoric parallels music on the importance of 

clarity as Demetrius’ remarks: “What is unclear and unfamiliar is unconvincing.”144 First, 

a good diction requires a clear pronunciation which is accompanied by appropriate 

syllabic accents. Moreover, Mattheson defines accent that only concerns pronunciation, 

as it “has to do only with syllables, with their length, brevity, and rising and falling 

pronunciation.”145 Secondly, as the observations of punctuations, the syllabic feet, and 

the meter of the poetic verses are essential in any inspirational poetic reading, Mattheson 

commands the composers to consult these issues with rigidity. Furthermore, Mattheson 

applies the writing structure that consists of sentence, period, and paragraph which are 

organized by representative punctuations of comma, semi-colon, and period, into music. 

Mattheson summarizes that this is the “stepwise design or climax of all that is spoken, 

written, sung or played.”146 For singers, this structural design provides a guideline for 

phrasing in order to express a suitable musical climax. Also, punctuations function to 

provide singers with a roadmap for fitting places for breathes (pauses) and conclusions.  

Undeterred by the lack of actual musical notation of rests, Mattheson uses commas in the 

texts to suggest possible places for breathing (see Example 32). 

                                                 
144 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 135.  
145 Mattheson and Lennenberg, “Johann Mattheson on Affect and Rhetoric in Music (II),” 224.  
146 Ibid., 206.  
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Example 32. Mattheson’s Example of Commas, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, part II 

chapter 9, paragraph 28. 

 

 

Furthermore, Mattheson presents the following example as a model for musically 

composing a sentence that features two semi-colons. From this, singers can draw 

observations for phrasing choices, which assist in the coherent and clear communication 

of the text. For example, Mattheson set the following sentence comprised of two similar 

passages arranged with a semicolon: 

Unzehlbar ist der Sternen Heer; 

Unzhelbar ist der Sand am Meer; 

Doch weichen sind der Menge meiner 

Schmertzen. 

Countless is the army of the stars; 

Countless the sand at the sea; 

Yet they are less than the number of my 

sorrows.147 

 

 
Example 33. Mattheson’s Example of Semi-colon Phrasing, Der vollkommene 

Capellmeister, part II chapter 9, paragraph 46. 

 

 

One possible dynamic phrasing interpretation of Example 33 is to begin the second 

phrase by building on the dynamic level that the first phrase reached by its crescendo, as 

                                                 
147 Text Translation; ibid., 214. 
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shown in Example 34. However, in the next contrasting statement, the singer should 

begin with a new dynamic level of p that ends with a tenuto-like firm ending on 

“Schmertzen.” Moreover, Mattheson discusses the topic of the syllabic foot’s influence 

on the composition of rhythms and meters.  

 

Example 34. Example 33 with the author’s suggested dynamics. 

 

 

As the syllabic feet deal with the length and the stress of the sound, it is natural to affect 

the rhythmic structure of the melody. Furthermore, Mattheson describes a meter as a 

rhyme scheme that is “the orderly combination of different or even similar syllabic feet, 

by means of which they are enclosed within certain limits and are measured.”148 Again, 

Mattheson stresses the importance of achieving Affekt in the chapter “On the Meters 

Appropriate for Melody” by introducing a proverb:  

The poets have a proverb: Metra parant animos, i.e. the emotions are animated 

through verse. They say such quite rightly: for nothing penetrates the heart as 

much as a well-arranged rhyme scheme, especially when it is animated through an 

agreeable melody. 149 

What singers can gather from this examination of syllabic feet and meters is the 

appropriate placement of the stress in meters and the possible semantic connotations that 

                                                 
148 Harriss, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, 405. 
149 Ibid., 405.  
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are associated with each syllabic foot.150 However, a headstrong application of these 

stresses leads to musical delivery that is similar to child-like recitation of a nursery 

rhyme. In particular, Mattheson observes that the most common four German meters 

include the iambic, trochaic, dactylic, and anapestic meters.151 

The next portion of the discussion entails the details of “expressing the words,” 

that deal with emphasis. Once again, Mattheson’s lists above contain undeniable 

evidences (Table 6: 2, 8, 9; Table 7: 2, 3,10) for the significance of expressivity. Indeed, 

Mattheson includes a chapter, “Concerning Emphasis on Melody,” in which the author 

defines emphasis as a musical expression that concerns “stress of thought, sounds, or 

words.”152 Mattheson observes three characteristics of emphasis that assist in stressing 

the thought, sounds or words: 1) accent; 2) melisma or ornamental passage; 3) repetition. 

In order to avoid possible confusions, Mattheson gives the following explanation to 

clarify and to distinguish “emphasis” from “accent:” 

First of all, emphasis always falls on an entire word, not according to its sound 

but according its meaning. Accent on the other hand, has to do only with 

syllables… Besides this, every word of more than one syllable has at least one 

accent; not every word, receives emphasis. And vice versa, words of one syllable 

often lack any real accent, while they may be easily emphasized. 153 

 

Moreover, one musical property that often accompanies emphasis is the “raising of the 

voice in singing.”154 Mattheson demonstrates a few qualities of emphasis (an adequate 

placement of the accent and rise of the voice) with a short melody setting of an Italian 

text. The emphases that occur in the words “si,” “pietosa,” and “non” manifest naturally, 

                                                 
150 See Appendix E.  
151 Ibid., 408. 
152 Mattheson and Lennenberg, “Johann Mattheson on Affect and Rhetoric in Music (II),” 223. 
153 Ibid., 224. 
154 Harriss, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, 370. 
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especially by the placement of a syllabic accent on the accented note of melody, which 

the author recommends to be on a long or prominent note (see Example 35).  

 

Example 35. Mattheson’s Example of Emphasis, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, 

 part II chapter 9, paragraph 13. 

 

 

By recognizing the composer’s musical gestures of emphasis, singers are able to execute 

a more organic delivery of phrasing and declamation. Fortunately, the melismatic or 

ornamental passages and the repetitions, which are “not only in words, but also in  

instrumental and vocal tunes, the passages, descents and progressions in melody,”155 are 

easy to detect from just a quick review of the music.  

                                                 
155 Ibid., 367. 
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Regarding the delivery methods of many repetitions that appear in music, Tarling 

suggests the addition of ornaments and application of the changed dynamics, notably the 

“repeat piano.”156 Vivaldi’s “si replica piano” marking in his concerto op. 3 no. 3 and 

Roger North’s instruction on repetition that “the second playing of each strain soft doth 

very well,” represent only a glimpse of the widely-practiced convention of “repeat 

piano.”157 Like any other conventional performance practices, a stubborn execution of 

“repeat piano” without flexibility and sensibility can lead to “monotony and 

predictability,” consequently, losing the intended charm.158 

In addition to the various aspects of clean and expressive singing discussed thus 

far, tone quality, volume, and the style of sprezzatura play important roles in executing a 

declamatory style of singing. First, the varied vocal tones and dynamics assist in 

depicting different emotions and moods. Without causing vocal distress and an excessive 

sacrifice of the tonal beauty, singers successfully produce expressive tones of all 

emotions. A skillful combination of various degrees of chest and head voice, while 

always considering tessitura and dynamic limits of the melody, produces such tones of 

various expressions.  The concept of the emotions that are present in vocal tone is also 

stressed in rhetoric as evidenced by Quintilian’s list of diverse characteristics of voice 

with their associations with the specific emotional purpose.159 Ultimately, without the 

singer’s display of naturalness and musical competency, the execution of declamation 

and expressive singing loses its intended ability to achieve Affekt. Therefore, all features 

                                                 
156 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 237 
157 Ibid., 237.  
158 Ibid., 237.  
159 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 111. See Appendix E. 
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of declamatory singing must be accompanied by the style of sprezzatura, “the concept of 

well-bred negligence…described by Castiglione.”160 In Bradley Lehman’s essay, 

“Decoro, sprezzatura, grazia,” Lehman uses words such as  “nonchalance,” “casual,” 

“improvised,” and “relaxed” to describe the nature of sprezzatura performance which 

pertains to various characteristics of the naturalness.161 In other words, Tarling concludes 

that “the effortless ‘natural style’ is judged to be most effective.”162 Therefore, singers 

must devote plentiful time in the practice room to achieve such style of performance vital 

to rhetorical performance.  

 

A Sample of an Interpretive Analysis and Rhetorical Performance Suggestions 

The contents of this chapter include an interpretive analysis of two selected 

movements from Homilius’ Johannespassion and their possible performance suggestions. 

In order to serve as a practical guide to singers of all levels, the soprano aria, “Vor dir, 

dem Vater, der verzeiht,” and its preceding recitativo have been selected to provide 

examples of the rhetorical delivery and its preparatory process. Admittedly, Homilius did 

not write this passion as a compositional exercise for musical rhetoric. Therefore, the 

musical elements associated with rhetoric that are relevant to this discussion of 

performance matters will be limited. Moreover, the factors that may impact the 

interpretations of the singer, alternative to the customary theoretical and formal analysis, 

embody the majority of this chapter’s contents. Based on the aforementioned singer’s 

                                                 
160 Ibid., 133. 
161 Bradley Lehman, “Decoro, sprezzatura, grazia…illustrated by comparing different 

performances of the same piece of music,” 2000-2001. Accessed January 20, 2017. http://www-

personal.umich.edu/~bpl/sprezza.htm. 
162 Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 133-34.  
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guide, such factors include, but are not limited to, the choice of key or tonality, meter, 

voice type, instrumentation, form, tempo, Affekt, rhetorical figures, repetitions, melodic 

contour, and rhythm.   

Movement 15: Recitativo con accompagnato “Dich zu bekennen, Herr”  

Recitativo con accompagnemento163 

Dich zu bekennen, Herr, 

Dies sei mir Ruhm und Ehre, 

wenn alle Welt ich weigert, dich zu scheun, 

so will ich doch dein Feind nicht sein, 

mich rührt kein Beispiel nicht, 

und wenn’s ein König wäre, 

dich zu bekennen, Herr 

dies sei mir Ruhm und Ehre. 

 

Gott, hab ich oft den frechen Schritt gewagt, 

aus Vorsatz dich verkannt, 

und dir die Pflicht versagt, 

wie oft, wie oft, wie oft, o Gott! 

 

To acknowledge you, Lord: 

Let this be to my glory and honor, 

Thought all the world refuses to bow to you, 

I shall not be your foe, 

No warning shall move me, 

Even were it a King’s; 

To acknowledge you, Lord: 

Let this be to my glory and honor. 

 

God, so often have I boldly strayed, 

Stubbornly disavowed you, 

And failed in my duty to you, 

How often, how often, how often, O God! 

 

Voice Type 

The fulfillment of Jesus’ prophecy of Peter’s denials compels the subsequent 

combination of the soprano’s recitativo con accompagnamento and aria. The female 

voice assignment disperses the responsibility of Peter’s disappointing actions to the 

congregation by admitting the frequency of the same guilt that occurs rather trivially in 

daily life, “Gott, hab ich oft den frechen Schritt gewagt, aus Vorsatz dich verkannt…wie 

oft…o Gott.” 

Affekt  

The dotted rhythm of the opening motives hints at a typical characteristic of the 

French overture, which is often associated with regality (see Example 36).  However, the 

                                                 
163 Palmer, Johannespassion, Carus 83.261, 22. 
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recitative’s light con spirito mood, a moving tempo, and thin texture altogether convey 

instead, an unfounded and pompously created self-illusion of Peter’s loyalty to God.  

Moreover, the short opening motif in the accompaniment reappears as the singer 

confidently finishes declaring the opening line of the text. Different from the 

introduction, this motif of con spirito suddenly slows down using syncopated yet, 

stationary beats, coming to a gradual halt at measure 14. This sudden change in the 

rhythmic drive could signal the moment of realization, breaking away from the deceiving 

self-allusion of the believer’s allegiance to God. At the end of measure 14, finally, the 

soprano confesses her humbling reality. Indeed, the three repetitions of “Wie oft” [how 

often], can naturally signify the three denials of Peter.  

Rhetorical Figures of Repetitions 

  As typical of Homilius’ compositional language, repetitions of various kinds 

appear in these movements. The repetition of the first line, “To acknowledge you, Lord: 

let this be to my glory and honor,” at the end of the sentence represents the rhetorical 

figure of epanalepsis. Homilius set this figure rhythmically similar to the opening line, 

yet the higher register ending of the closing phrase propelled by the dotted rhythm gives 

clues to the singer that this is where the emphasis should occur (see Example 37, mm. 11-

12).  

Points of Emphasis  

 The first point of emphasis is none other than the opening word, “Dich” [you]. Its 

syncopated entrance at the relatively high register with the tied rhythm adequately 

portrays impetuous Peter, who had just cut off the soldier’s ear with his sword in the 

garden of Gethsemane and rashly sworn his loyalty to Jesus. The soprano should enter 
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with a full and confident sound, with the dynamic no less than mf, which continues until 

she boldly finishes declaring the first two clauses. Nonetheless, Mattheson’s 

characteristics of emphasis that are examined in Chapter 2 can assist in discovering the 

points of emphasis that are possibly intended by the composer. In light of this, one can 

examine that “Welt” [World], “Ich” [I], “Feind” [Enemy], and “König” [King], are set as 

the top notes of the rising melodic contour and undoubtedly function as the keywords in 

the text. One might question the inclusion of the pronoun, “Ich,” in this list of the 

keywords, but its antithetical position to a naturally important word, “Welt,” suitably 

justifies such status of the pronoun. In the next part of the recitative, the possible points 

of emphasis are “Pflicht” [duty], “versagt” [failed], “wie oft” [how often], and “Gott” 

[God]. Despite the rising melodic contour in measures 15 and 16, “gewagt” [boldly], and 

“verkannt” [unacknowledged] would not be suitable to receive emphasis because its 

accented ending of the phrase would make an awkward interpretation. On the contrary, 

the appoggiatura on “versagt” distributes the accent into two notes creating a smoother 

landing of the emphasis and the aural deception of the longer rhythmic duration. Such 

aural illusion of a long note and the repetition of “Wie oft” that are lightly ornamented by 

another written appoggiatura further reflect Mattheson’s attributes of emphasis.  
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Example 36. Johannespassion, part 1, “Dich zu bekennen, Herr,” mm. 1-10. 
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Example 37. Johannespassion, part 1, “Dich zu bekennen, Herr,” mm. 11-19. 
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Movement 16: Aria “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht”164 

Aria 

Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht, 

bewein ich meinen Fall von Reue. 

Ach, Vater! Vater der Barmherzigkeit! 

Gott sei mir gnädig und verzeihe. 

 

To you, the Father who forgives, 

I bewail my fall with remorse.  

Ah Father! Father of mercifulness! 

May God be gracious and forgive me.165 

Inventio  

The meter of 3/8, the key of G minor, and the tempo of adagio work together to 

create an Affekt of remorse, yet the strains of hopefulness permeate throughout this 

beautiful soprano aria. Mattheson’s opinions on the qualities of different keys affirm that 

Homilius made an exceptional key choice of G minor. Albeit Mattheson’s rather 

subjective views, his description for G minor is intriguing, considering the sentimental 

context of the aria. The following statements are Hans Lenneberg’s summary of 

Mattheson’s views on keys that are expressed in his earlier book, Das neu-eröffnete 

Orchestre.  

G minor (transposed Dorian) is “almost the most beautiful key.” Mattheson finds 

in it not only the rather serious character of D minor combined with spirited 

loveliness, but almost uncommon grace and complaisance [Gefällikeit]. “It is 

suitable for tender as well as refreshing things, for yearning as well as happy ones. 

It short, it lends itself well and flexibly to moderate plaintiveness and tempered 

gaiety.”166 

 

An opinion on the key of D minor would be sufficient to clarify the above description.  

D minor, the tono primo (Dorian) is believed by Mattheson to be somewhat 

devout and calm, at the same time grand agreeable, and expressive of 

contentment. He therefore recommends it for the furthering of devotion in the 

church and for achieving peace of mind in communi vita.167 

 

                                                 
164 See Appendix F for full score. 
165 Palmer, Johannespassion, Carus 83.261, 22. 
166 Mattheson and Lenneberg, “Johann Mattheson on Affect and Rhetoric in Music (II),” 234. 
167 Ibid., 233-34. 
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If one simply considers the remorseful aspect of the text, the key of D minor would have 

been more suitable for conveying the gravity of one’s offenses. However, the beauty of 

this aria lies in the text that focuses not solely on the fall of the believer, but on God who 

is forgiving, gracious, and merciful. While one can perceive this aria as the earnest 

supplication for mercy, it can also be viewed as the believer’s hopeful proclamation of 

faith, that in His mercy and by His grace, He will forgive. Therefore, Mattheson’s 

outlook on G minor, that it carries the “grace,” the “loveliness,” and Affekt of “yearning,” 

remarkably fits the context of the aria. Furthermore, Homilius’ choice of the 3/8 meter 

and the opening phrasing marking, support its weightier focus on God’s beautiful and 

praiseworthy character. The 3/8 meter that carries the flowing sense of one beat per bar 

often appears as the dance meter of passepied. Despite Mattheson’s view on the 

passepied’s nature as “quite close to frivolity,”168 the moving quality of such dance meter 

and the phrasing marking connecting the first two measures—contrast with the confined 

characteristic of duple meters—aid to create the bright and heartening Affekt. 

Furthermore, the first note G is marked with a staccatissimo followed by the slurred 

phrase. This marking releases the customary stress on the downbeat of passepied or any 

triple meters, thereby preventing a dragging performance.  

 

Example 38. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,” mm. 1-2. 

                                                 
168 Harriss, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, 460.  
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 This through-composed aria carries a ternary form similar to ABA’, without being 

the da capo or dal segno. Naturally, the connection between Peter’s three denials can be 

made with the three-part layout involving three repetitions of the text. The tonal ground 

shifts from G minor to its relative major key of Bb starting at the middle of section A. 

Peculiarly, unbounded by the “sections,” the tonality of Bb begins to break away and 

enters the home key of G minor during the middle of the rather short section B.  

Figures, Emphases & Repetitions 

 Already in the first phrase, a clear figure of hypotyposis (word painting) appears 

in the word, “Fall” [fall]. The sudden descending leap with a momentary rhythmic halt 

undeniably depicts the believer’s stumbles. In addition, this falling figure reappears at 

every occurrence of this word, which is mostly highlighted in mm. 82-83 by its 

downward leap of 12th interval.  

 
 

 
 

Example 39. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,”  

mm.1-2 & 82-83. 

 

 

Furthermore in the first phrase, “bewein” [bewail] receives emphasis by the rising 

melodic contour and the simultaneous occurrence of the syllabic and meter accents.  

 

Example 40. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,” mm. 1-8. 
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The first episode of the motivic repeat that permeates this aria occurs at the exclamation 

of “Ach, Vater!” [ah, Father!]. Undoubtedly, a repetition is an indication for emphasis; 

indeed, with the figure of anabasis (ascending phrase with a positive connotation), this 

ardent cry to the Father is set to a brief yet expressive melodic phrase artfully filled 

“sighing” figures. 

 

Example 41. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,” mm. 9-12. 

 

Certainly, when this anabasis returns at mm. 86-89 in section A’, an inclusion of a slight 

ornamentation on the second “ach” would create a sensible yet personal expression.   

 

Example 42. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht, mm. 86-89, with 

a small ornament added in m. 88. 

 

Once again, the next incident of the text repetition, “Gott sei mir gnädig und 

verzeihe” [God be gracious and forgive], brings up the matter of the “three repetitions.” 

One may observe this connection rather contrived, however, the accepted interpretation 

of the conversation between Jesus and Peter recorded in John 21:15-17 supports the 

significance of the three repetitions. In Scripture, the risen Jesus asks Peter the same 

questions repeatedly three times, “Lovest thou me?” There was an unquestionable 

purpose in Jesus’ repetitions: Restoration. From measure 17 to 29, “Gott sei mir gnädig” 

is repeated three times and on the second repeat follows yet another three “verzeihe.”  
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Example 43. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,” mm. 17-29 

with the repetitions labeled as R1, R2, and R3. 

 

On this occasion, the third “verzeihe” would make a suitable choice for an ornament.  

 
Example 44. A Sample Ornamentation of Example 43. 

 

Moreover, as shown in the next musical example, the following interlude includes 

melodic sequence and more of the “three repetitions.”  

Example 45. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,” mm. 29-45 

with the repetitions labeled as R1, R2, and R3. 

 

 

Unlike the outer sections, section B comprises of straightforward text singing without any 

repeats. Nevertheless, the extra addition of embellishment would not be recommended. 

Section A’ not only includes recurring motives, but also presents two noteworthy melodic 

phrases, found at measures 76-81 on “bewein” and the mm. 106-111 on “verzeihe.”  
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Example 46. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,” mm. 75-83. 

 

Contrary to anabasis, the figure of catabasis (descending passage with a negative 

connotation) aptly expresses the word, “bewein.” This gliding descent of a chromatic 

sequence featuring twisting melodic contour aurally depicts the sound of one’s bewailing. 

Singers sometimes lose the direction of the line when performing such long phrases, 

thereby dismissing the opportunity to express phrasing that contributes to the creation of 

Affekt. Although consulting the natural placement of the word stress and the meter stress 

is certainly recommended, singers should remember that often the instrument parts can 

verify the choice of phrasings as well. This figure of catabasis is a case in point that 

despite the traditional placement of the stress in 3/8 meter, the instrumental phrasing 

points to the accent displacement to the second beat of the measure. Indeed, the opening 

phrasing previously discussed exemplified such preference in phrasing by Homilius. 

Therefore, the soprano singer should treat “vor” as the anacrusis of the melody and 

execute the accent of the meter as though it begins on the second beat on the word, “dir.” 

Moreover, a swell on the dotted notes further assists the expressing “bewein.” In addition, 

despite the extensive length of the figure, the breath should be taken with the instruments 
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after the first beat of measure 80. More so, the exhibition of the breathlessness by the 

singer in approaching the end of the phrase increases the dramatic aspects of the 

execution of the phrase.  

 

Example 47. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,” mm. 75-83 

with the author’s phrasing suggestions. 

 

 

Next, the ascending leap and its prolongation at measures 106-111 on “verzeihe,” is an 

example of another figure of homoiosis. The definition of homoiosis, “a musical 

representation of the text’s imagery,”169 is similar to that of hypotyposis (word painting). 

 
Example 48. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht,” mm. 76-81. 

 

Bartel differentiates the two figures that “[homoiosis] becomes not only the image of the 

text but, through its musical qualities, becomes the very source of Affekt which it is called 

to depict.”170 In this upward leap, the musical gesture portrays the breaking away from 

the weight of sin and remorse. The figure is antithetical to the figure of “fall” discussed 

previously. Especially, the prolonged high note of G spanning four measures indeed 

represents the freedom from the control of the meter, conceivably the “Law of God.” 

Although the ascending leap does not paint the picture of the word, “verzeihe” like the 

falling figure of the word, “Fall,” it represents the affection of “liberation” that comes 

                                                 
169 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 207. 
170 Ibid., 208. 
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from receiving God’s forgiveness. Therefore, this figure, in addition to the earlier 

cadence in the accompaniment, calls for a cadenza or modest embellishment at the end of 

the note G prior to the trill to express such freedom. Even though adding a cadenza in a 

passion oratorio performance in a sacred church setting would have been most likely 

inappropriate during the eighteenth-century, it might be an interesting option to consider 

for singers who are presenting this aria as an excerpt in a recital setting.  

Pronunciatio 

This aria requires an advanced level of singing by the soprano soloist. With a 

premature glimpse of this aria, it could appear to be comprised of angular melodies. 

However, these “angular” melodies must be sung with legato to create a graceful mood. 

Moreover, the melodic phrases composed of short motives—including many of the 

repeats—should continue its sense of flow beyond the short length of the motives. The 

overall tessitura sits relatively high, even for sopranos, therefore the lighter tone of the 

head voice should dominate the production of the sound. Equally important is the clear 

diction of the words, especially the crisp execution of the consonants without breaking 

the phrasing.   

Furthermore, the following examples of realization of appoggiaturas and trills in 

this aria can assist the singers with the more practical samples of performance. First of 

all, the contents of manieren table171 do not provide sufficient information for realizing 

appoggiaturas. The application of manieren is most suitable for the improvised additions 

by the performers. Most importantly, singers must come to terms with the fact that no 

unified performance practice existed, especially for the music of the mid-eighteenth 

                                                 
171 Cf. Appendix D.  
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century that stood in the changing path between the Baroque and the Classical period. 

Naturally, the views of the contemporaries of Homilius such as those of Mattheson, C. P. 

E. Bach and Graun, do not agree on every aspect of appoggiatura realization. Therefore, 

the singers of rhetorical performance should concern themselves foremost with realizing 

natural expressions, like those of speech. Furthermore, singers should be familiar with the 

various ways of realizing appoggiaturas in order to acquire the knowledge and the 

abilities to rhetorically perform music with greater expressivity. In consideration of 

realizing the symbols in Homilius’ composition, the practices by Graun and C. P. E. Bach 

are noteworthy. Moreover, the following performance suggestion of the cadenza is based 

on Quantz’s instructions. Most importantly, the purpose of a cadenza should be to 

achieve the affection of liberation rather than to display the singer’s virtuosic technique.  
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Table 8. Opinions on Appoggiatura Realization by Graun and C. P. E. Bach  

C. H. Graun 

(1703-1759) 

“Followed the Italian practice of correlating the values of the little 

notes and the big notes.”172 

 
Example 49. Example of Graun’s opinion on appoggiatura 

realization. 

C. P. E. Bach On-beat Rule: “Consequently the preceding note must never lose 

any of its value while the value of the little notes has to be 

subtracted from the following note.” 

 

 
Example 50. “Binary notes lose one-half of the value.” 

 
Example 51. “Ternary notes lose two-thirds of their value.” 

 

 
Example 52. “A note extended by a tie loses its full value, be it 

binary or ternary.” 

 
Example 53. “A note followed by a rest loses its full value, be it 

binary or ternary.” 

*The appoggiatura always receives more stress than the following 

note.  

 

 

                                                 
172 Neumann, Ornamentation, 188.  
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Example 54. Samples of appoggiaturas, trills, and cadenza realization found in  

Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht.” 

 

 

 
1) mm. 13-19. 

 

. 

 
2) mm.  26-30. 

 

 

 
3) mm. 50-53. 

 

 
4) mm. 70-74. 

 

 
 5) mm. 83-85. 

 

 
6) mm. 90-96. 
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7) mm. 103-112. 

 
8) mm. 106-111. 
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Closing Remarks 

 The musical works by Gottfried August Homilius reflect northern Germany’s 

lively culture of sacred music during the mid-eighteenth century. His works are the 

exemplary mid-eighteenth-century products, the result of the amalgamation of many 

ideas and values. Therefore, one can witness Enlightenment ideals and Empfindsamer 

Stil, along with the conservative elements of the Baroque era and Lutheran values from 

his compositions. His works feature beautiful melodies adorned in moderation, 

transparent textures, and simple forms that are often accented by Empfindsamer Stil’s 

expressivity. However, this uniquely impressive musical language of Homilius is also 

accompanied by persistent repetitions that today’s singers may not be able to interpret 

with confidence. Fortunately, approaching Homilius’ works through the concept of 

rhetoric offers an exciting interpretative tool to singers. The “problematic” repetitions of 

Homilius become the means to expression through the lens of the rhetorical performance. 

An examination of Homilius’ works considering the different rhetorical stages, inventio, 

dispositio, elaboratio, and executio—more specifically, by recognizing rhetorical figures 

and applying manieren and declamatory techniques—will result in expressive personal 

performances.  

 In addition to the purpose of bringing Homilius and his music to light, the author 

hopes that the suggestion of rhetorical performance will free early music from its label of 

“specialized” music. Using this historically accurate practice of rhetorical performance, 

today’s singers could break away from the mistaken notion that the learning of the 

performance practice rules takes away the expressivity. Furthermore, the challenge to win 

over audiences by the singer’s expressive personal performance (with early music!) will 
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cultivate a new generation of singers who are not afraid to add spontaneity and life to the 

performances. 

It is my hope that this introduction to Homilius’ Johannespassion will provide the 

readers with the glimpse of the pleasantness of his music and appeal to compel them to 

perform his works. Homilius’ arias in the style of Italian opera can showcase the voice’s 

agility, wide range, expressivity, and tones. Therefore, they can be excerpted from the 

whole work and be featured as concert solo repertoire. While his solo arias are best 

performed by high caliber singers, Homilius’ church cantatas can be successfully 

performed by choirs of moderate level. These cantatas are simple enough that the regular 

weekly rehearsal should be sufficient for the choir’s preparation.  

Finally, it is the hope of the writer that the following quote of J. F. Reichardt 

(disregarding the subjective comparison between the two composers) would begin 

echoing in agreement among today’s musicians—ultimately bringing Homilius’ works to 

the stage to be rhetorically performed.  

 [Much as I admire H(errn) H(omilius) as an organist, I admire him far more as a 

composer. His sacred works have a grandeur and dignity which for me makes 

them preferable to those of Graun; further, they have the same moving and noble 

quality of melody and exhibit the same diligence and knowledge of harmony as is 

to be found in Graun’s sacred works; and in the expression of strong and powerful 

emotions[,] they surpass those of Graun in passion and fire. I am glad that his 

works are now beginning to be disseminated among a wider public.173 

 

Indeed, Gottfried August Homilius’ music of grandeur, dignity, passion, and fire must 

resound beyond the bounds of this research paper, as it resounded in the streets of 

Dresden during the mid-eighteenth century: 

 

 

 

                                                 
173 Soga, “The Sacred Vocal Works of Gottfried August Homilius,” 247. 
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 Homilius, master of sweet harmonies, 

 whose art oft kindled in us feeling’s fire 

 when with the subtle spell of Orpheus’ power, 

 thy strings resounded, now in thund’rous vent, 

 ere long in melancholy, soft complaint, 

 stirring to sympathy the human heart, 

 oft did they muse to use Elysium impart! 

… 

 Henceforth, as long as Dresden’s narrow lanes 

 resound to harmony’s melodious strains, 

 thus long shall men thee gratefully revere 

 and o’er thine ashes parting shed a tear. 

       

J. Chr. Hasche (1785)174 

 

 

 

                                                 
174 Johann Christian Hasche is the alleged author of this panegyric that appeared in Magazin der 

sächsischen Geschichte, Dresden, 1785, (Ibid., 238-39). 
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APPENDIX A 

 

OVERVIEW OF C. P. E. BACH’S PASSION SETTINGS 

 

The source of this table’s contents comes from Wolf’s thematic catalogue of Homilius.175  

 

The complete listing of Homilius’ passions is as follows: 

 

HoWV I.2 Ein Lämmlein geht und trägt die Schuld (Passion Cantata) 

HoWV I.3 Ein Lämmlein geht und trägt die Schuld (Mattäupassion) 

HoWV I.4 Der Fromme stirbt (Johannespassion) 

HoWV I.5 Du starker Keltertreter (Lukaspassion) 

HoWV I.6 Herr, stärke mich dein Leiden zu bedenken (Passion oratorio) 

HoWV I.7 Kommt, lasst uns anbeten und knien (Passion Cantata) 

HoWV I.8 Komm, Seele, Jesu Leiden (Passion Cantata) 

HoWV I.9 Nun, ihr, meiner Augen Lider (Passion Cantata) 

HoWV I.10 So gehst du nun, mein Jesu, hin (Markuspassion) 

 

Table 9 
Year 

(Performance) 

Passion Borrowed Material (HoWV/Movt) 

1769 Matthew I.10/ 24b 

1770 Mark I. 10/10-18, 20, 22-14, 26, 28, 29-42 

1771 Luke I. 10/9a-b, 48 

1772 John I. 10/25 

1773 Matthew I.9/ 6,7,13,17,20,21,24,30; 1/10/24b 

1774 Mark I.4/12, 12 15, 20, 37,  

I.9/8,10 

I.10/10, 12-13, 16-18, 20, 22, 24, 26,29, 31-33, 35-37, 39, 41 

1775 Luke I.5/15-20,22-27, 29-39  

1776 John I.4/ 2-6, 8-12, 14, 26-33 

1777 Matthew I. 10/24b 

1778 Mark I. 9/ 4, 19, 26, 29 

I.10/10, 12-14, 16-18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 29, 31-33, 35-37, 39, 41 

1779 Luke I.4/ 39 

1780 John I.4/18 

I.10/ 9a 

1781 Matthew I.10/24b 

1782 Mark I.10/ 10, 12-14, 16-18, 20, 22, 24, 26,29, 31-33, 35-37, 39, 41 

1783 Luke I. 5/ 15, 17, 19, 22, 23, 25-27, 29, 31, 33-37 

1784 John - 

1785 Matthew I. 10/24b 

1786 Mark I. 10/10, 12-14, 16-18, 20, 22, 24, 26,29, 31-33, 35-37, 39, 41 

1787 Luke - 

1788 John - 

1789 Matthew I.4/5*, 9*, 16* 

I.10/23*, 24b (* = parodie) 

                                                 
175Wolf,  Thematisches Verzeichnis, 118.  
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APPENDIX B 

 

COMPARISON CHARTS OF RHETORICAL STAGES 

 

This table is based on Laurence Dreyfus, Bach and the Patterns of Invention 

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1996), which Leon W. Couch III presented 

in his essay, “Musical Rhetoric in Three Praeludia of Dietrich Buxtehude.”  

Table 10 

Cicero Burmeister Mattheson 

1. Inventio (Determination 

of topic) 

1. Inventio 1. Inventio (Meter, key, 

theme) 

2. Dispositio 

(Arrangement) 

2. Dispositio (Arrangement 

of thematic materials) 

3. Elocutio (Style; ideas 

into sentences) 

2. Elaboratio 3. Elaboratio (Addition of 

figures) or 

Decoratio (Ornamentation) 4. Memoria 

(Memorization) 

3. Executio 

5. Pronunciatio (Delivery) 4. Executio (Performance) 

 

 

The following chart from Leon Couch’s “Musical Rhetoric” displays the 

summary of various subdivisions of dipositio by four authoritative writers of rhetoric and 

rhetorical music.  

Table 11 

Aristotle Burmeister Cicero Mattheson 

1. Arch 

(Beginning) 

1. Exordium 

(Introduction) 

1. Exordium 

(Introduction) 

1. Exordium 

2. Meson (Middle) 2. Ipsum corpus 

carminis (Body) 

2. Narratio (Factual 

account) 

2. Narratio 

3. Divisio (List of 

points) 

3. Propositio 

4. Confirmatio 

(Supporting 

argument) 

4. Confirmatio  

5. Confutatio 

(Rebuttals) 

5. Confutatio 

3. Teleute (Wnd) 3. Finis (End) 6. Conclusio 

(Conclusion)  

6. Peroratio 
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APPENDIX C 

 

LIST OF USEFUL RHETORICAL MUSICAL FIGURES FOR SINGERS 

 

Table 12. List of Useful Rhetorical Musical Figures for Singers.176 

Rhetorical Musical Figures 

Name Definition/Description 

Anaphora, 

Repetitio 

(MP) “(1) A repeating bass line; ground bass; (2) a 

repetition of the opening phrase or motive in a number 

of successive passages; (3) a general repetition  

Anadiplosis (VC) “the repetition of the last word of a phrase as the 

first word of the next phrases” 

Epanalepsis (MP) “(1) Frequent repetition of an expression; (2) a 

restatement of the opening of a passage at its close”  

Epistrophe (MP) “A repetition of the conclusion of one passage at 

the end of subsequent passages”  

Paranomasia (MP) “A repetition of a musical passage with certain 

additions or alterations for the sake of greater 

emphasis” 

Polyptoton  (MP) “A repetition of a melodic passage at different 

pitches”  

Anabasis, Asencio (MP) “An ascending musical passage which expresses 

ascending or exalted images of affection.” 

Catabasis (MP) “a descending musical passage which expresses 

descending, lowly or negative images or affections.”  

Hypotyposis (MP) “A vivid musical representation of images found 

in the accompanying text.”  

Paradoxus  (VC) “…in which surprising things are said, can 

almost be grasped physically.” 

  

                                                 
176 For the tables of “Rhetorical Musical Figures” and “Manieren,” Bartel’s Musica Poetica 

provides the majority of the contents of the “definition/description,” while Mattheson’s Der vollkommene 

Capellmeister, Frederick Neumann’s book, Ornamentation in Baroque and Post-Baroque Music, and 

Neumann’s article, “Mattheson on Performance Practice,” altogether contribute to the materials of “Notes 

on Execution.” Other sources will be cited separately. (Ernest C. Harriss, Johann Mattheson’s Der 

vollkommene Capellmeister: A Revised Translation with Critical Commentary (Ann Arbor: UMI Research 

Press, 1981)). (Frederick Neumann, “Mattheson on Performance Practice,” in New Mattheson Studies, ed. 

George J. Buelow and Hans Joachim Marx (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983)). (Idem., 

Ornamentation in Baroque and Post-Baroque Music: With Special Emphasis on J. S. Bach (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1978)). Abbreviations: Musica Poetica (MP), Der vollkommene Cappellmeister 

(VC), Ornamentation in Baroque and Post-Baroque Music (OBP), “Mattheson on Performance Practice.” 

(MPP)  
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APPENDIX D 

 

LIST OF USEFUL MANIEREN FOR SINGERS’ RHETORICAL 

PERFORMANCE 

 

As evidenced by the various views on the practice of embellishment presented in 

different treatises of music, it is vital to note that no unified practice existed. Even though 

Mattheson’s instructions set precedent for the following ornamentation rules, further 

helpful views by other writers of musical treatises, such as Wolfgang Caspar Printz, 

Johann Gottfried Walther, C. P. E. Bach, Johann Friedrich Agricola, and Johann Joachim 

Quantz also serve as essential guides to performance practice. Mattheson’s enlightened 

view on music that “the rule of nature, in music, is nothing but the ear,”177 permeates 

throughout his discussions of ornamentation, for he weighs as much importance on the 

experience of the performers as the theoretical rules.178 Therefore, relying on the 

tastefulness of the performers, he instructs with much flexibility, rather than with rigidity. 

Likewise, today’s singers should refer to this table’s contents only as a partial guide and 

follow one’s discerning ears to employ the embellishments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
177 Neumann, “Mattheson on Performance Practice,” 268.  
178 Idem., Ornamentation in Baroque, 180. 
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Table 13. List of Useful Manieren for Singers’ Rhetorical Performance  

MANIEREN179 

1. APPOGGIATURA 

Name Definition/Description (MP)180 

Accentus “A preceding or succeeding upper or lower 

neighboring note, usually added to the 

written note by the performer.” 

Notes on Execution:  

Mattheson181  

1) Vorschlag (appoggiatura) or port de voix 

• “By touching very gently and ‘quasi twice’ the upper or lower neighbor pitch 

before sounding the principal tone.”  

• On-beat: “Must be so smoothly drawn out and glided…sound almost as a single 

pitch.” 

o Confirms his dislike on the accented downbeat execution.  

• Descending and Ascending/ Single and Doubled 

o Single: “Very short and takes up only very little.” 

o Double: “One-half, of the length of the following tone.” 

• Leaping Vorschlag 

o “Leaping from the fourth to the octave, upwards and downwards” 

o To express “Something sarcastic, obstinate, audacious and arrogant.” 

 

 
Example 55. Example of “Leaping” Vorschlag. 

 

2) Nachschlag (superjectio)182 

• “Added at the end of a note with a quasi-appended tonal inflection.”  

• Mattheson’s “Überschlag“ 

“When a descent of the fourth, fifth, or lower should occur, the upper note is 

given a fine and short appendage from the upper neighboring tone.” 

 
Example 56. Example of Überschlag. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
179 See Note no. 176. 
180 “MP:” Bartel, Musica Poetica, 447-48.  
181 Neumann., “Mattheson on Performance Practice,” 264. 
182 Idem., Ornamentation in Baroque, 105. 
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Table 13. (continued) 

Name Definition/Description (MP) 

Anticipatio “An additional upper or lower neighboring 

note after a principal note, prematurely 

introducing a note belong to the subsequent 

harmony or chord.” 

Notes on Execution:  

1) Vorschlag 

 
Example 57. Marpurg’s example of an “anticipated Vorschlag.”183 

2) Nachschlag 

 
Example 58. Marpurg’s example of “anticipatione della nota.” 

 

2. TURNS 

“Distinguished from a regular trill with suffix by the generally slower speed of the 

alternations and the sharper, usually non-legato articulation.”184 

Name Definition/Description (MP) 

Circulo mezzo  “[A]four-note arching figure with common 

second and fourth note.” 

Notes on Execution:  

Mattheson 

• Most appropriate at a cadence or at a pause in the song.  

 
Example 59. Mattheson’s example of circulo mezzo.185 

 

 

 

                                                 
183 Ibid., 187. 
184 Idem., Ornamentation in Baroque, 466. 
185 Idem., “Mattheson on Performance Practice,” 266. 
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Table 13. (continued) 

Name Definition/Description (MP) 

Groppo “a four-note motif in arch formation with a 

common first and third note.” 

Notes on Execution:  

Mattheson 

• “According to my German translation, this word means grapelike 

cluster…These groppi can be applied…periodically as simple coincidental 

embellishment.”186 

• An Eight-note figure  

 
Example 60. Mattheson’s example of groppo.187 

 

Printz188 

• “A rapidly moving figure which appears to revolve as if it were a ball, thereby 

suppling [sic] its name.” 

 
Example 61. Printz’s example of groppo. 

 
 

3.TRILL 

Despite the generalized view of the 18th century trills as being the appoggiatura trill 

(starting with the upper neighbor note), it is helpful to note that the practice of main-

note start trill and main-note anchored trill co-existed.189 

Name Definition/Description (MP) 

Trillo “A rapid alternation of two adjacent notes; a 

trill.” 

Notes on Execution:190  

Mattheson 

• Appoggiatura trills were becoming more popular practice in Germany, gradually 

winning preference over the long-established tradition of a main-note trill. 

Mattheson does not give specific instructions on the start of the trills. However, 

his directions on ribatutta and ascending trill chains support his preference on 

the main-note start trill.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
186 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 291. 
187 Neumann, “Mattheson on Performance Practice,” 266.  
188 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 291. 
189 Neumann, Ornamentation in Baroque, 243. 
190 Ibid., 366-76. 
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Table 13. (continued) 

C. P. E. Bach 

• “The trills animate the melody, and are therefore indispensable.” This quote 

confirms this ornamentation’s role as manieren. 

• He mentions that the slurred notes are not the best places for applying trills.   

• 1) Regular trill 

o His model of regular trill does not require a rest point at the end: “All 

types except the Prall-Triller have to be shaken for the full value of the 

note.” “A fast one [shake] is always preferable to a slow one.” 

• 2) Long trill  

o In general, Bach instructs that long trills require a suffix.  

“It must be rendered as fast as the trill itself, and should be connected to the following 

note with the greatest speed.” This rule is exempt for dotted notes, “where the suffix is 

to be separated from the following note by a short stretch of main-note sound, a sort of 

delayed rest point.” 

 
Example 62. Bach’s example of a regular trill.  

 

 
Example 63. Bach’s example of a trill with the suffix. 

 

Agricola 

• Basic model: main-note start trill 

• Agricola shares the similar views on trill as C. P. E. Bach. However, he further 

adds that the suffix can be held little longer followed by the anticipated final 

tone after a long cadential trill in a slow piece. 

 
Example 64. An example of a sustained suffix. 

 

Quantz  

• Basic model: main-note start & main-note anchored.  

• Appoggiatura note trill (Vorschlag):  

o Vorschlag in addition to the main-note anchored trill. 

 
Example 65. Vorschlag trill. 
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Table 13. (continued) 

Name Definition/Description (MP) 

Ribattuta “an accelerating trill in dotted rhythm, used 

to embellish a tenuto or a note of extended 

duration.” 

Notes on Execution:  

Mattheson191 

• Tenuto on a long note is a suitable place for applying ribatutta. 

 
Example 66. Mattheson’s model of ribatutta. 

 

Agricola192 

• He recommends singers to use the ribatutta model to acquire the technical 

ability to trill.  

o He further advices that the second and shorter note of the slurred pairs 

should be weaker. This pattern should gradually speed up in order to 

eventually end up with fast alternating notes of equal speed.   

Name Definition/Description  

Trill chains “scalewise ascending notes, each of which 

carries a trill”193  

Notes on Execution:194 

Mattheson 

• He advises that the trills be connected without interruption, which points to the 

main-note start trills.  

 
Example 67. An example of a trill chain. 

 

Agricola 

Contrasted to Mattheson’s suggestion, he proposes to add a suffix to each trill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
191 Neumann, “Mattheson on Performance Practice,” 265. 
192 Neumann, Ornamentation in Baroque, 375. 
193 Ibid., 367. 
194 Ibid., 375. 
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Table 13. (continued) 

4. SLIDE, SCALE, ETC. 

Name Definition/Description 

Mordent “a single-stroke alternation done with such 

speed that the three tones seem to fuse into 

one sound.”195  

Notes on Execution:  

Mattheson196  

• “Gasparini writes: this mordant has its name from biting only because it, as a 

very small animal, would scarcely grasp and would immediately let go again 

without wounding.” 

• Possesses a gentle character. 

• “In singing an accent is almost never made ascending where a little mordant 

does not appear” 

• 1) port de voix et pincé  

 

 
 

Example 68. Mattheson’s example of “approximate” model of port de voix et pincé.197 

 

• 2) Durchgänge  

o “Nachschlag-type pitches added as suffixes”198  

 
Example 69. Mattheson’s example of Durchgänge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
195 Ibid., 456. 
196 Harriss, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, 278-79. 
197 Mattheson stresses the imperfect representation of this notation because he is not suggesting the 

rigid execution of the sixty-fourth notes. Such rhythmic duration suggests the shortness of the notes, 

reflecting his definition that it is so gentle and quick that it presents itself sounding as one note.  
198 Neumann, “Mattheson on Performance Practice,” 266. 
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Table 13. (continued) 

Name Definition/Description (MP) 

Messanza “a series of four notes’ of short duration, moving 

either by step or by leap.” 

Notes on Execution: 199 

• These four notes can be comprised of any interval, not bound by specific rules of 

formation. Printz remarks that there are total six hundred possible designs of 

messanza. 

 
Example 70. Printz’s Example of messanza, 

 
Example 71. Spiess’ Example of messanza. 

Name Definition/Description (MP) 

Salti Composti “a four-note figuration consisting of three 

consonant leaps.”  

Notes on Execution:  

• The consonant leaps are defined by the intervals of thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, 

and octaves. 

Name Definition/Description (MP) 

Tirata “a rapid scalar passage spanning a fourth to an 

octave or more.” 

Notes on Execution:  

• Tirata renders much expressivity when it is most appropriately executed. 

Consequently, this ornament can successfully function as rhetorical figure 

because of its usefulness in text-expression.  

Mattheson 

• “A fast, scalewise—interbeat—connection between two pitches from a fifth to an 

octave apart.”200  

• Speed is important. 

“the voice is not simply pulled through or lined in but forcefully bolts upward or 

downward.”201  

  
Example 72. Mattheson’s examples of tirata. 

                                                 
199 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 318-19. 
200 Neumann, “Mattheson on Performance Practice,” 266. 
201 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 411. 
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Table 13. (continued) 

Name Definition/Description (MP) 

Variatio, Coloratura, diminutio, 

passaggio 

“An ornamentation of a melodic passage with a 

verity of embellishment” 
 

5. Cadenza 

Notes on Execution:  

Mattheson only briefly mentions cadenza as the “farewell compliment” during 

the discussion of groppo’s use at the end of cadences.202 Consequently, Quantz’s book, 

Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen,203 which includes an extensive 

instruction on cadenza, provides the following list of the advices that singers might find 

helpful in constructing a cadenza.   

• “The object of the cadenza is simply to surprise the listener unexpectedly once 

more at the end of the piece, and to leave behind a special impression.”  

• “A single cadenza would be sufficient in a piece.” 

• “Vocal cadenzas...must be so constituted that they can be performed in one 

breath.” 

• “Cadenzas must stem from the principal sentiment of the piece, and include a 

short repetition or imitation of the most pleasing phrases contained in it. 

• “The cadenza should have a feeling of suspension to it, and need not have any 

definite feeling of meter, except where the materials are related to those already 

present in the movement.” 

• “Their [cadenzas] greatest beauty lies in that, as something unexpected, they 

should astonish the listener in a fresh and striking manner and, at the same time, 

impel to the highest pitch the agitation of the passions that is sought after. You 

must not believe, however, that it is possible to accomplish this simply with a 

multitude of quick passages. The passions can be excited much more effectively 

with a few simple intervals, skilfully (sic.) mingled with dissonances, than with a 

host of motley figures.” 

 

 

  

                                                 
202 Harriss, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, 273.  
203 Johann Joachim Quantz, On Playing the Flute, trans. and ed. Edward R. Reilly (New York: 

Schirmer Books, 1985), 180-86.  
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APPENDIX E 

 

“TONES OF VOICE” FROM QUINTILIAN XI III 

 

 This chart comes from Judy Tarling’s Weapons of Rhetoric, 111.   

 

Table 14 

Emotional purpose Characteristics of delivery 

Lively Full, simple, cheerful  

Rousing to battle Strains at every nerve 

Angry Fierce, harsh, intense 

Throwing odium upon opponents Slow (only used by the weaker party) 

Flattering, admitting, apologizing or 

questioning 

Gentle, subdued 

Advising warning, promising or consoling Grave and dignified 

Showing fear and shame Modest 

Exhortatory Bold 

Argumentative Precise, full of modulations 

Appealing to pity or mercy. [A second 

type includes indignation] 

Muffled, delicately modulated, 

melancholy, and sweet to touch the heart 

Digressionary  Full and flowing, confident, resonant, 

calm, placid, less combative (outside main 

dispute) 

Soothing Slowing softly 

Instructing Showing acumen  

Conciliating Gentle 

Stirring the emotions  Forceful 
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APPENDIX F 

 

SUMMARIZED CHARACTERISTICS OF SOUND-FEET AS DISCUSSED IN 

MATTHESON’S DER VOLLKOMMENE CAPPELLMEISTER 

 

 The contents of the following tables come from Chapter 6 of part II, “Concerning 

the Length and the Brevity of Sound or the Organization of Sound-Feet), which 

Lenneberg included summary of matters that are relevant to the topic of Affekt.204  

The following descriptions quotes Lenneberg’s translation.  

 

–  stressed/long syllable 

˘ unstressed/ short syllable  

 

Feet of Two Syllables 

 

Spondee – – – –  

 
Example 73. Example of spondee. 

 

“The spondaic foot is suitable for the expression of piety ad respect. At the same time, it 

is simple.”  

 

Iamb ˘– – 

 
Example 74. Example of iamb. 

 

“The iambic foot is moderately gay. It is neither of a flighty nor of a running quality.” 

 

Trochee – – ˘ 
[For valley-peasants] 

 
[For lullabies] 

 
Example 75. Examples of trochee. 

 

                                                 
204Mattheson and Lenneberg, “Johann Mattheson on Affect and Rhetoric in Music (II),” 232-34. 
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“The trochaic foot is not expressive of sharp or brittle qualities…In Sweden the peasants 

in the valleys like to dance to it. It is best suited to Spanish canarie-gigues and to 

lullabies. It has a quality that is somewhat satirical, but intrisically it is rather innocent; 

certainly, it is neither serious nor sharp.” 

 

Feet of Three Syllables 

 

Dactyl  – ˘ ˘

 
Example 76. Example of dactyl. 

 
“The dactyllic foot is very common. It is suitable to jocose as well as serious melodies.” 

 

 

Anapest  ˘ ˘– –  etc.  

 
Example 77. Example of anapest. 

 

“The anapestic foot is more effective than the dactyllic one in jocose and strange 

melodies. It is also used in serious pieces, customarily, however it is there mixed with 

other rhythms.” 

 

 

Molossus – – – 

 
Example 78. Example of molossus. 

 

“The molossus has a quality of heaviness and laboriousness. Its majestic steps are also 

suitable to march or to pageants, especially when kettledrums are used. The molossus is 

less suited to lively pieces or dances; it is good for serious, sad, and melancholy 

compositions.” 

 

 

Trybrach˘ ˘ ˘  

 
Example 79. Example of trybrach. 
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“The trybrach is used mostly in gigues. Sometimes, however, it is used in serious pieces, 

i.e., in those running figures that are called “triplets.”  

 

Feet of Four-Syllables205 

 

Paeon 

Paeon, I – ˘ ˘ ˘  

Paeon, ii ˘– ˘ ˘  

 

Paeon, iii ˘ ˘– ˘  
 

Paeon, iv ˘ ˘ ˘–  

Example 80. Examples of paeon. 

 

“[Paeon] was devoted to the songs of praise and it serves us in overtures and entrées.” 

 

 

Epiritus  

Epiritus, i ˘ – – –  

 

Epiritus, ii – ˘ – –  

 

Epiritus, iii – – ˘ –  

Epiritus, iv – – – ˘  

Example 81. Examples of epiritus. 

 

                                                 
205 Lenneberg’s article does not include the translation for “Feet of four-syllables.” Therefore, 

Harriss’ has been used to provide Mattheson’s descriptions and instructions for four-syllable tone-feet. 

Harriss, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, 358-62. 
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Ionicus 

Ionicus, a majori – – ˘ ˘  

 

Ionicus, a minori ˘ ˘ – –  

Example 82. Examples of ionicus. 

 

“This meter is very appropriate for dancing.” 

 

 

Antispastus  ˘ – – ˘ 

 
Example 83. Example of antispastus. 

 

“The syllbles or sounds are so to speak drawn against one another.” 

 

 

Choriambus –˘ ˘– 

 
Example 84. Example of choriambus. 

 

Proceleusmaticus ˘ ˘ ˘ ˘ 

 
Example 85. Example of proceleusmaticus. 

. 

“Indicates a commanding, rousing cry of sailors.” 

 

 

Ditrochaeus – ˘– ˘ 

 
Example 86. Example of ditrochaeus. 
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APPENDIX F 

 

ARIA “VOR DIR, DEM VATER, DER VERZEIHT” 206 

 

 
Example 87. Johannespassion, part 1, “Vor dir, dem Vater, der verzeiht” with the 

author’s comments and suggestions  

                                                 
206 Homilius, Johannespassion HoWV 1.4, 40-44. 
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Example 87. (continued) 
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Example 87. (continued) 
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Example 87. (continued) 
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Example 87. (continued) 
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